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Mothers Against Drunk Driving
Driving(MADD)
(MADD)has
hasarguably
arguablybeen
beenone
oneofofthe
themost
mostsuccessful
successful public-health
public-health grassroots
grassroots citizen
citizen
advocacy organizations
organizations in
in the
the United
United States
States in
in the
the past
past century.
century. In
In 2005,
2005, MADD celebrated
the 25th
25th anniversary
anniversary of its
advocacy
celebrated the
founding. Based
Based on
by the
the Gallup
Gallup Organization
Organization in 2005,
2005, MADD
MADD isis recognized
recognized by
citizens. It
founding.
on aa national
national poll by
by 94%
94% of citizens.
It is
generally
given credit
credit for changing
attitudes toward
toward drinking
drinking and driving. Since
generally given
changing American
American attitudes
Since MADD's
MADD’s founding
founding in
in 1980,
1980,
30,000 to
to 16,694
16,694 in 2004, according
alcohol-related trafic
trafficdeaths
deathsininthe
theUnited
UnitedStates
Stateshave
havedecreased
decreased from an estimated
estimated 30,000
to the National Highway Trafic
MADD since
TrafficSafety
Safety Administration.
Administration. This
This article
articleexamines
examines the growth of MADD
since its founding and
attempts to
to gauge
gaugeits
its contribution
contribution to the public’s
public's understanding of the impaired-driving problem
attempts
problem and
and to the
the reductions
reductions in
alcohol-related highway
alcohol-related
highway deaths
deaths and injuries
injuries that
that have
have occurred
occurred in
in the
the frst
first25
25years
yearsofofits
itsexistence.
existence.
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IMPAIRED DRIVING
DRIVING(1900-1966)
(1900–1966)
IMPAIRED
Motor
problem in
in the
the beginning
beginning of
of
Motor vehicle
vehiclecrashes
crashes became
became aaproblem
the 20th century. Alcohol
Alcohol has
been
associated
with
this
probhas been associated with
lem from the
the beginning,
beginning, as
as is indicated
indicated by publication of the
the

rst scientifc
scientificreport
reporton
onthe
the effect
effect of
of drinking
drinking by
by operators
operators of
fifirst
"motorized wagons"
(Editorial, 1904).
“motorized
wagons” in
in 1904 (Editorial,
1904). The
The federal government
was
a
late
entrant
into
the
drinking-and-driving
ernment was a late entrant into the drinking-and-driving field
feld
provided only a minor amount of research
funding until the
and provided
research funding
establishment of
of the Department
Department of Transportation (DOT) and
establishment
and
passage
of the
theHighway
Highway Safety Act
Act in
passage of
in 1966.
1966.
the basic
basicscientific
scientifc foundations of the relationship
relationship of
of
By then the
alcohol to
to highway
highwaycrashes
crashes had
had been
been established. The classical
work of
frst to
work
of Widmark
Widmark(1932)
(1932)ininSweden
Sweden was
was the first
to establish
establish the
consumption and blood alcobasic relationship between alcohol consumption
hol concentration (BAC),
(BAC), and
and Herman
Herman Heise
Heise (1934) published
published
the first-known research
on the
the effects
effects of
of alcohol
alcohol on driving.
the
research on
Borkenstein invented
invented the
the first
frst practical
Robert Borkenstein
practical alcohol
alcohol breathbreathtesting device
device in
in 1954
(Borkenstein & Smith,
testing
1954 (Borkenstein
Smith, 1961)
1961) and
and conconthe classic
classicso-called
so-called“Grand
"Grand Rapids
RapidsStudy”
Study" (Borkenstein
(Borkenstein
ducted the
et al., 1964) that determined the relationship between BAC
and
BAC and
decade later.
later.Despite
Despite the
thescientific
scientifc progress,
crash risk a decade
progress, the effect of this
this knowledge
knowledge on
the
on the
the public and
and public
public policy in the
United
modest. The
The primary
primary organization at
United States
States was modest.
at the nawith impaired driving
tional level concerned
concerned with
driving was
was the National
Safety Council’s
Council's (NSC's)
Safety
(NSC’s) Committee on Alcohol,
Alcohol, Drugs,
Drugs, and
and
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Traffic Safety,
Traffic
Safety, which
which had
had aa strong influence
influence on state legislation.
With
support of
of the
theAmerican
AmericanMedical
Medical Association
Association(AMA),
(AMA),
With the support
Committee promoted
BAC of.
15
the NSC Committee
promotedlaws
lawsthat
that established
established a BAC
of .15
as presumptive
presumptive evidence
evidence of
of intoxication and
or greater as
and guided
guided
states through
through the
the process
processof
ofadopting
adopting implied
implied consent laws,
the states
which allow
allow offcers
officerstotorequire
requireaachemical
chemical test
test of
of drivers
drivers sussuspected of
with an
an automatic
automatic
pected
of driving under the
the influence
influence (DUI)
(DUI) with
loss of license if
they refused.
refused. Despite NSC's
NSC’s leadership,
leadership, howif they
ever, most
mostof
of the
thekey
keylaws—illegal
laws-illegal per
ever,
perse
se laws,
laws, administrative
administrative
license suspension
zero-tolerance laws for underundersuspension(ALS)
(ALS) laws, zero-tolerance
age
influenced
age drivers,
drivers,and
andlowering
loweringillegal
illegalBAC
BAClimits—that
limits-that infuenced
drunk-driving law
drunk-driving
lawenforcement
enforcement over
over the
the next
next four
fourdecades
decades remained to be
be enacted by most of
of the
the 50
50 states.
states.
Perhaps
assignificant
signifcant for
for traffic
traffc safety
Perhaps as
safety as
as the limited framework for
work
for impaired-driving
impaired-drivinglaw
lawenforcement
enforcementwas
was the
the lack of
of public
understanding of the specific
problem presented
presented by
lic understanding
specifc problem
by drinking
drinking
and driving
driving and, for that matter, the
the traffic
traffc crash
crash problem
problem in
in general. As Ross
Ross (1982)
(1982) among
amongothers
othersnoted,
noted,during
duringthe
thefirst
frst half
half of
the 20th century, crashes
crasheswere
wereattributed
attributedto
to “driver
"driver error."
error.” The
was “accident,”
"accident," implying
implying that
term for such
such events
events was
that they
they were
were
chance
“accident proneness"
proneness” was
was developed
developed
chance events.
events. The
The term "accident
to explain why some
some individuals were involved in more
more acciaccidents
dents than
than others.
others.Although
Although states,
states,beginning
beginningwith
with New
New York in
1910, had
had all
all passed
passedimpaired-driving
impaired-driving laws, they were generally
termed
"drunk-driving
termed “drunk-driving laws,"
laws,” suggesting
suggesting that only very
very heavy
heavy
drinking was
illegal.
Impaired
driving
attracted
little
was
Impaired driving attracted little attention
attention
from the
the media
media and
and was
was overshadowed
overshadowed by popular
popular entertainentertainment that featured films such as
as Animal House and
and
and Arthur and
comedians who found
found drunkenness
drunkenness a source of humor.
The publication of Unsafe
The
Unsafe at
at Any
Any Speed
Speed by Ralph
Ralph Nader
Nader
(1965) helped to correct the popular impression that most fatal
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crashes were
were the
thefault
fault of
of the
the“nut
"nut behind the wheel.”
wheel." It
It made clear
crashes
limitations in
signifcant role in highthat limitations
in vehicle
vehicle design played aasignificant
injuries and
important factor in
way injuries
and was an important
in moving
movingthe
the Congress
the National
National Highway Safety
to establish
establish the
Safety Bureau (NHSB, the
the
precursor
to the
the National
National Highway
Highway Traffic
Traffc Safety
precursor to
Safety Administration [NHTSA])
[NHTSA])as
as part
part of
of the
the new
new DOT
DOT in
in 1966.
1966. At
At about
about the
the
same time,
time, Haddon
Haddon (1970),
(1970), aa public-health
public-health physician active in
same
describedaamatrix
matrix approach
approachtototraffic
traffc safety
alcohol research,
research, described
that noted
driver, the
the
noted three
three elements
elementsinvolved
involvedinin crashes—the
crashes-the driver,
vehicle, and
and the
the environment
environment(roadway)—and
(roadway)-and that
vehicle,
that safety
safety programs could be developed
developed for
for each
each element
element in
in three
three periods
periods of
of
time-precrash, crash,
That formulation
formulation not only
only
time—precrash,
crash,and
and postcrash.
postcrash. That
highlighted the
took it
it
highlighted
the complexity
complexityof
ofthe
the crash
crash problem, but also took
andstressed
stressedthe
theopportunity
opportunity for
for
out of the realm of
of chance events and
research
to produce
produce effective
effective interventions.
interventions. Haddon’s
Haddon's work
work had
research to
had
aa strong
strong influence
influence on
on the
thesafety
safetyfield,
feld, though it was unknown to
public, and
the general public,
and he was appointed head of the new federal
traffic safety
traffic
safety agency
agency when
when itit was
was established.
established.

EARLY
EARLY FEDERAL
FEDERALPROGRAMS
PROGRAMS (1967-1979)
(1967–1979)
Although the
Although
the public
publicand
and congressional
congressional attention
attention was
was focused
on improving the
the safety
safety of
of vehicles,
vehicles, the
the establishment
establishment of the
the
NHSB and
appointment of
of Haddon
Haddon as
asits
its first
frst director led
and the appointment
led
action directed
directed at impaired drivers. The 1968
to considerable
considerable action
1968
Alcohol and
and Highway
Highway Safety
Safety Report
Report totoCongress
Congress (USDOT,
(USDOT,
1968) summarized
summarized what
what was
was known
known about
about the
the relationship
relationship of
1968)
focused on
on the
the“problem
"problem
alcohol consumption to crash risk and focused
drinker" as
drinker”
as a primary contributor to the
the problem.
problem. This report
report
provided
the basis
basisfor
for the
theinitiation
initiation of
of Alcohol Safety
provided the
Safety Action
Projects
Projects (ASAPs) in 35
35 U.S.
U.S. communities
communities to
todemonstrate
demonstrate the
the
potential
DUI enforcement and adjudication
adjudication
potential of
of a comprehensive DUI
program (Levy
(Levy et al., 1977). Ironically,
Ironically, although
NHSB
although the new NHSB
resulted
away from
from the focus on driver reresulted from a movement
movement away
responsibility to
to concern
concern with
with the
the vehicle/roadway
vehicle/roadway environment,
environment,
the first and largest
largest ($88
($88 million)
million) traffc
the
trafficsafety
safetydemonstration
demonstration
the federal
federal government
government focused
focused on the
project ever funded by the
problem (drinker) driver.
ASAP program
The ASAP
program encountered
encountered many of the problems that
were exemplified
exemplifed in
were
in later
later "Safe
“Safe Community"
Community”programs.
programs. There
There
some controversy
controversy over
over the
the evaluation
evaluation of
of the
the projects
projects (Levy
(Levy
was some
et al., 1977; Zador, 1977; Johnson
Johnson et al., 1976); nonetheless,
nonetheless,
in increasing enforcewhere any of the local projects
projects succeeded
succeeded in
ment activity, crashes
were reduced
reduced (Levy
(Levy et al.,
ment
crashes were
al., 1977). One
legacy from
from the ASAP effort
enduring legacy
effort was
was the adoption of refor DUI
quired educational
educational programs for
DUIoffenders
offendersas
as standard court
practice. Under this practice, DUI
DUIoffenders
offendersmust
must attend
attend either
either a
probation
treatment program
program or
or a short educational program
program as
as a probation
requirement (Nichols
(Nicholset
et al.,
al., 1978).
1978).This
Thisprocedure
procedurewas
was adopted
adopted
nationwide, in
nationwide,
in part
part because
because of its low
low cost
cost to the community,
community, as
as
the offenders pay for the program.
Following
Followingthe
the ASAP
ASAPprogram,
program,several
several smaller demonstration
projects were initiated to
effectiveness of
of specific
specifc
to evaluate
evaluate the effectiveness
elements
criminaljustice
justicesystem,
system, such
such as
as the effect
elements of
of the
the DUI
DUI criminal
number of
of DUI
DUI patrols
(Voas &
&
of increasing the number
patrols on
on weekends
weekends (Voas

Hause, 1987),
1987),the
thepotential
potentialvalue
valueofofdecriminalizing
decriminalizing the
the DUI
DUI ofHause,
to increase
increase arrests and speed
fense in order to
speed up
up adjudication,
adjudication, the
prohibition
prohibition of
ofplea
pleabargaining,
bargaining,and
and the
the effectiveness
effectiveness of various
sentencing procedures.
procedures. Many
Many of the research studies
studies funded
funded by
the NHTSA
have been
been published
published as
as governmental reports that
NHTSA have
are now
now out of print.
are
print. These
These works
works are
are not
not accessible
accessible in the research literature,
literature, but many of them are covered
covered in
in the
the reviews
reviews of
of
search
the literature produced by NHTSA
NHTSAevery
everyfew
fewyears
years(e.g.,
(e.g.,Jones
Jones
& Lacey,
&
Lacey, 2002).
2002). Out
Outofofthese
theseprojects
projectscame
came several
several procedures
procedures
and devices
devicesthat
thatenhanced
enhancedthe
theefficiency
effciencyof
of the
thecriminal-justice
criminal justice
and

system. For
For example,
example,aalist
list of
of vehicle
vehicle maneuvers
maneuverstotoalert
alertoffioffsystem.
cers that the driver was possibly intoxicated
cers
intoxicatedwas
was developed,
developed, as
as
three-component field
field sobriety test
was aa three-component
test that could
could be
be used
used at
has become
becomethe
thestandard
standardfield
feld sobriety
sobriety test
the roadside and has
test na& Moskowitz,
tionwide (Burns &
Moskowitz, 1977).
1977). Another
Another product of this
period widely
widelyused
used by
by the
the courts
courts today
today isis aa standardized
standardized procedure for screening
screening DUI
determine the extent
DUI drivers to determine
extent of their
(Filkins et
NHTSA supalcohol problem (Filkins
et al., 1973). Finally, the NHTSA
supported the development
development of
of evidential
evidential and
and preliminary
preliminary breath-test
devices by
by establishing
establishing qualified
qualifed products lists and providing a
devices
test facility
facility for
(NHTSA, 1984).
test
for manufacturers
manufacturers (NHTSA,
1984).
The early work
work on
on enforcement,
enforcement, adjudication,
adjudication, and
and treatment
procedures,
aswell
well as
as the
the funds
funds flowing
fowing to
procedures, as
to the
the states
states through
through
Section 402
402 of the
Section
the Highway
Highway Safety
Safety Act,
Act,has
hasassisted
assisted states
states in
Evidence of
improving their
their laws
laws and
and enforcement
enforcement programs.
programs. Evidence
this is indicated by
by the
the increase
increase in DUI
DUIarrests
arrests that occurred at
the end
seventies (FBI,
Unfortunately, there
there was
was
end of the seventies
(FBI, 1999). Unfortunately,
no concurrent evidence of a reduction in alcohol-related
alcohol-relatedcrashes
crashes
the need
need to evaluate the ASAPs led
in the late 1970s. Although
Although the
establishment of
of the
thenational
national Fatality
Fatality Analysis
Analysis Reporting
to the establishment
System (FARS)
(FARS) in 1975, the current system
System
system for estimating the
the
number of alcohol-related
number
alcohol-related fatalities was
was not
not established
established until
(Rubin et al., 1998). Consequently,
Consequently, there
comparable
1982 (Rubin
there are no comparable
data on
on alcohol-related
crashesfor
for the
the late 1970s.
data
alcohol-related crashes
1970s. Total fatal
crashes,however,
however,were
wereincreasing
increasingatatthat
thattime,
time,so
soititisis unlikely
unlikely
crashes,
that alcohol-related fatalities
fatalities were
were decreasing.
decreasing.
What was
was certainly
certainly lacking was
was public concern
concern with the
the
What
drinking-and-driving problem.
problem. For
For some
some years,
years, the NSC
NSC had
had
been
beenissuing
issuing“Don’t
"Don't Drink
Drink and
andDrive”
Drive" or
or “If
"If You Drive,
Drive, Don’t
Don't
Drink"
(PSAs). Aside from the
Drink”public
publicservice
serviceannouncements
announcements (PSAs).
the
of PSAs
limited effectiveness
effectiveness of
PSAs in promoting
promoting safety
safety behavior
behavior
1971), it was
(Wilde et al., 1971),
was unlikely that in a society in which
drinking was
was a favorite pastime
pastime and
and in which
which alternative
alternative pubtransportation was
was generally
generally lacking,
information
lic transportation
lacking, public information
1992). The
programs
alone would have
programs alone
have much
much impact
impact (Ross,
(Ross, 1992).
NHTSA,
NHTSA, in
in cooperation
cooperation with
with the
the newly founded National Instion Alcohol
Alcohol Abuse
Abuse and
andAlcoholism
Alcoholism (NIAAA),
(NIAAA), attempted
tute on
attempted to
national campaign
campaign to
to alert
alert the
the public
public to
to the
the drinkingmount aa national
and-driving problem, focusing on the number
people killed
number of people
year.NHTSA
NHTSA also attempted
attempted to
to support
support the
theASAP
ASAP problemproblemeach year.
Hollywood personalities
drinker concept by recruiting Hollywood
personalities who
who had
had
been problem
problem drinkers to participate
been
participate in
inPSAs
PSAsthat
thatstressed
stressed the
the
risk presented
by individuals
individuals who cannot
cannot control
control their
their drinking.
drinking.
presented by
There is no evidence that any of
convinced the
of these
these approaches convinced
public
public that
that drinking
drinkingand
and driving
drivingwas
wasdangerous.
dangerous.
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THE EMERGENCE
EMERGENCE OF
OF MADD
MADD (1980-1982)
(1980–1982)
the public’s
public's attitude toward drinking
drinking and
In the early 1980s the
and
driving was
driving
was substantially transformed. Citizen activism is
is gengen1978, Remove
Remove IntoxiIntoxierally given credit for this
this change.
change. In 1978,
cated Drivers
Drivers(RID)—the
(RID)-the frst
cated
firstcitizen
citizenactivist
activistgroup
groupdedicated
dedicated
to fighting drunk
drunk driving—was
established by Doris Aiken in
driving-was established
New York State.
But it was not until 1980
State. But
1980 that the victim acactivist movement
garner national attention. On May 3,
tivist
movement began
began to garner
3,
1980, Candy
Candy Lightner’s
Lightner's 13-year-old daughter,
1980,
daughter, Cari, was struck
from behind by a car
car while walking in the
the bike lane with her
her
friend. The driver did not
not stop.
stop. Lightner was
was informed by the
the
California Highway
California
HighwayPatrol
Patrol the
the day
day after Cari's
Cari’s funeral
funeral that they
arrestedaaman
manand
andcharged
chargedhim
himwith
withdrunk
drunkdriving,
driving, leaving
had arrested
of an accident, and vehicular
the scene
scene of
vehicular manslaughter.
manslaughter. She
She was
was
been out
out of
of jail only
told that he had been
only two
twodays
days since
since being
being ararrested
for another
another hit-and-run
hit-and-run drunk-driving
drunk-driving crash.
crash. His
His driving
driving
rested for
record reflected
reflected three
threeother
otherdrunk-driving
drunk-drivingarrests—two
arrests-two resulted
resulted
in
to reckless
reckless driving.
driving. Five
in convictions
convictionsand
andone
one was reduced to
Five days
after her daughter’s
and some friends dedaughter's death Candy Lightner
Lightner and
cided they
they should
should start
start an
an organization
organizationofofsome
somekind
kindtoto fight
fght
cided
against
against drunk
drunk drivers.
drivers.AA friend
friend suggested
suggestedthey
theycall
callit it“MADD”
"MADD"
for Mothers
Mothers Against
Against Drunk
Drunk Drivers
Drivers (Wilkerson,
(Wilkerson,2003;
2003; Weed,
Weed,
1987).
Coincident with
with those
those developments
developments on the
the West
West Coast,
Coast, a
newspaper reporter
reporter named
named Sandy
SandyGolden
Golden was
was calling
calling attention
newspaper
another drunk-driving
drunk-driving victim,
victim, Cindi
to another
CindiLamb,
Lamb,who
whoalso
also was
was attempting to combat this problem. Cindi
Cindi Lamb
Lamb had
had been
been struck
by a drunk driver
driver (who
(whowas
was aa repeat offender) in
in 1979
1979 that
that parafive-month-old daughter,
lyzed her five-month-old
daughter, Laura, from
from the
the neck
neck down.
With
Bill Bronrott,
Maryland ConWith the
the help of Bill
Bronrott,press
press secretary
secretary to Maryland
gressman Michael
Michael Barnes,
Barnes, Golden
Golden brought
brought Lightner
Lightner and Lamb
gressman
together for
for aa news conference with
with Congressman
Congressman Barnes. That
news event
event created
createdaagood
goodamount
amountof
of public
public attention
news
attention to the
the
impaired-driving problem,
problem, and
and resulted
resulted in Cindi
Cindi Lamb
Lamb estabestablishing the first
frst chapter
MADD ininMaryland.
lishing
chapter of MADD
Maryland.Soon,
Soon,the
the media
routinely
began
to
contact
Ms.
Lightner
for
comments
routinely began
Lightner for comments as
as highprofile
drunk-driving
cases
occurred
(Wilkerson,
2003).
profile drunk-driving cases
(Wilkerson,
NHTSA's
Lightner
NHTSA’s national
national offce
officebecame
became active in assisting
assisting Lightner
and Lamb
Lamb at press
press events.
events.In
InOctober
October 1980,
1980, Lightner
Lightner and Lamb
held a national
national press event
event along
along with
with Congressman
held
Congressman Barnes,
Barnes, Senator Claiborne
Claiborne Pell of Rhode
Island,
Joan
Claybrook
(the AdRhode
Joan Claybrook (the
ministrator of
NHTSA
at
that
time),
and
Congressman
of NHTSA at that time), and Congressman Robert
Matsui from
from Lightner's
Lightner’shome
home district.
district.Before
Beforethe
thepress
press event,
event,
some
MADD
activists
marched
around
the
White
House
carrysome MADD activists marched around
ing placards.
Coverage of
of this
this protest
protest by
by the
the press
pressput
putMADD
MADD
placards. Coverage
on the nation's
radar
screen.
By
the
end
of
1980,
additional
nation’s radar screen. By the end
1980, additional
MADD
formed in
in California and
MADDchapters
chapters had
had been
been formed
and Maryland
(Wilkerson, 2003).
MADD
MADDwas
wasincorporated
incorporated on
onSeptember
September 5, 1980,
1980, as aa California
fornia corporation.
corporation.By
ByJune
June of
of 1981
1981 itit had
had achieved IRS tax-free
later in the year,
year, itit received
received more
more than
than $100,000
$100,000 in
in private
status; later
funding and
funding
and $60,000 from NHTSA
NHTSAto
tosupport
support chapter
chapter development. Articles
Articles on
on the
the organization
organizationappeared
appeared in
in the
the Los
Los Angeles
Angeles
Times and
appeared on national
andFamily
Family Circle,
Circle, and Lightner
Lightner appeared
national television
as a guest on both the Today Show
vision as
Show and
and the
thePhil
Phil Donahue
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Stories on
on Drunk
Drunk Driving,
Driving, 1979
1979 to 1986 (Volume
Figure 11 Number of News Stories
and Periodical
Periodical Coverage
Coverageof
of Drunk
Drunk Driving
Driving by
of National
National Newspaper
Newspaper and
by Year.
Year.
volume based
based on
oncount
countof
of stories
stories in
in the
the [National
[National Newspaper Index
Newspaper volume
includes the New York
York Times,
Times, the
the Los
Los Angeles
Angeles Times,
Times, the
the Wall
Wall Street
Street Journal,
Journal,
and The Washington Post]). Periodical volume
volume based
based on the Magazine Index).
Index).

This launched MADD
MADD as
Show. This
as the
the leading
leading national
national advocate
advocate orconcernedwith
with impaired
impaired driving
driving (Wilkerson,
ganization concerned
(Wilkerson, 2003).
2003).

THE GROWTH OF
PROGRAMS
OF IMPAIRED-DRIVING
IMPAIRED-DRIVING PROGRAMS
(1980-1994)
(1980–1994)
Concurrent with
with the growth in national attention to the vicConcurrent
the founding
founding and
and growth
growthof
of MADD,
MADD,
tims of drunk driving
driving and
and the
increased substantially
substantially
media coverage
coverage of alcohol
alcohol safety
safety issues
issues increased
(Figure 1), as
as did the number
laws being
being considered
considered by
number of
of DUI
DUI laws
state
this period
period state
state legislatures
state legislatures
legislatures (Figure
(Figure 2). During
During this
also increased
increasedthe
theseverity
severityof
of the
the penalties
penaltiesfor
for impaired
impaired drivalso
ing.
ing. Key
Key Congressional
Congressional legislation,
legislation,sponsored
sponsored by
by Congressman
Congressman
Michael
Michael Barnes
Barnes of
of Maryland
Marylandand
and Jim
Jim Howard
Howardfrom
fromNew
NewJersey,
Jersey,
provided
provided incentive
incentivegrants
grantsfor
forstates
states that
that adopted proven enforcement strategies and measures
measures that strengthened laws designed
designed
included laws that
to deter impaired driving.
driving. These
These measures
measures included
made itit illegal
illegal per
with aa BAC
made
per se to drive with
BAC of
of.10
.10or
orgreater
greater and
and
ALS laws
offcers with
ALS
laws that provided officers
with the
the authority to confscate
confiscate
licenses
offenders at
at the time
time of
of arrest.
arrest.
licenses of
of DUI
DUI offenders

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

Source: Howland (1988, pp. 163-176)

Figure 2
Figure

from 1981
Number of
of drunk-driving
drunk-drivinglaws
lawspassed
passed by
by states
states from
1981 to
to 1986.
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In part due to the stimulus provided
provided by
by the
the emergence
emergence of the
impaired-driving
impaired-drivingactivist
activistmovement
movementand
and by
by active
active supporters
supporters in
Washington, D.C., such as
as Sandy
SandyGolden
Goldenand
andBill
Bill Bronrott, the
Congress called on the White
White House
House to
to establish
establish aa PresPresU.S. Congress
idential Commission
on Drunk
Drunk Driving.
Driving. In April
Commission on
April1982,
1982, PresiPresident Reagan
Reagantook
took that
that action
action by
by announcing
announcing the
the formation
formation of
dent
MADD was
the Commission; MADD
was invited
invited to
to participate.
participate. By
By the
the end
end
DUI task forces
forces in 16
of 1982
1982 there were governor-appointed
governor-appointed DUI
states.MADD
MADD chapters
andparticularly
particularly MADD
MADD state
states.
chapters and
state organizaorganizaactive in
in pushing
pushing the
the introduction
introduction of new legislation
tions were active
supporting its passage
passageby
bylobbying
lobbying state
statelegislators
legislatorsand
andoffioffand supporting
Beginning in
in 1988
1988with
withfunding
fundingfrom
fromthe
theNHTSA,
NHTSA,MADD
MADD
cials. Beginning
conducted aa series
seriesof
of state
stateworkshops
workshopsfor
for citizen
citizen activists, poconducted
lice offcers,
officers,judges,
judges, and
and prosecutors
prosecutors to promote the need
need for
strengthened
intensive DUI
enforcement
strengthenedDUI
DUI laws
laws and
and more
more intensive
DUI enforcement
for NHTSA
NHTSA and
(Wilkerson, 2003). A
A major
major enforcement
enforcement issue
issue for
and
nation was “sobriety
"sobriety checkpoints,"
the nation
checkpoints,”which
whichhave
havebeen
been shown to
be highly effective
effective in
in producing
producinggeneral
general deterrence
deterrence to impaired
driving (Elder
unconstitutional
driving
(Elderet
et al.,
al., 2002),
2002), but
but were viewed as unconstitutional
some legal
legalauthorities.
authorities. Their
Their legality
legality was affirmed
affrmed by
by some
by the
the U.S.
Supreme Court in the Michigan
MichiganState
StatePolice
PolicevvSitz
Sitz case
case in 1990,
1990,
in which
which MADD
MADDparticipated
participatedby
bysubmitting
submittingan
anamicus
amicus curiae
curiae
brief.
Perhaps
mostimportantly
importantly during this period, Congress
with
Perhaps most
Congress with
support from
from the
the scientific
scientifc community
community and
and MADD
MADD and it’s
it's alsupport
lies in the Congress
Congress enacted
enactedthe
thenational
nationalminimum
minimum legal
legal drinkdrinking age (MLDA)
(MLDA) law
lawthat
thatrequired
requiredstates
states to
topass
pass legislation
legislation esestablishing a prohibition
prohibition against
against sale
sale of
of alcohol
alcohol to
to youths
youths aged
aged
20 and younger (Toomey
July 1984,
1984, President
President
(Toomey et
et al., 1996). In July
Reagan
Reagansigned
signedinto
intolaw
law the
theFederal
FederalMinimum
Minimum Legal
Legal Drinking
Drinking
(MLDA 21)
Age 21 (MLDA
21)Act.
Act.Senator
Senator Frank
Frank Lautenberg
Lautenberg from New
Jersey,
CongressmanJim
JimHoward
Howard from
from New
Jersey, Congressman
New Jersey,
Jersey, Elizabeth
Dole (Secretary
at that
that time),
time), Chuck Hurley
(Secretary of Transportation
Transportation at
(and currently
from the NSC (and
currently the
the Chief
Chief Executive
ExecutiveOfficer
Offcer for
MADD),
MADD),and
and Bill
BillBronrott
Bronrott(from
(fromCongressman
Congressman Michael
MichaelBarnes
Barnes
well as
staff and currently an
an elected
elected Maryland Delegate),
Delegate), as
as well
as
others, worked
worked closely
closely with
with Candy
Candy Lightner
Lightner and
and the
the MADD
MADD
others,
activists to build support for this
this law.
law.
In 1988,
1988, based on aa Congressional
President ReaCongressional resolution,
resolution, President
established the
theU.S.
U.S. Surgeon
SurgeonGeneral’s
General'sWorkshop
Workshop on
onDrunk
Drunk
gan established
Driving
Drivingthat,
that, for
forthe
the frst
firsttime,
time,brought
broughttogether
togetherpublic
publichealth
health and
and
(USDHHS, 1988). This
traffic-safety scientists
scientists and advocates
advocates (USDHHS,
group, in which MADD
MADDwas
wasan
anactive
active participant,
participant, called
called attenattensignifcance of
tion to the significance
ofenvironmental
environmentalfactors,
factors,such
such as
as alcohol
availability and
availability
and advertising on impaired driving.

STALLED PROGRESS
PROGRESS IN
STALLED
IN REDUCING
REDUCING ALCOHOL
ALCOHOL
FATALITIES
FATALITIES(1995-2005)
(1995–2005)
With
With the
the great
great increase
increase in media attention to the impaireddriving problem
driving
problemand
and the
the surge in alcohol legislation
legislationin
inthe
the 1980s,
there was
was aa heartening
heartening reduction
reduction in
in alcohol-related
alcohol-related fatal
fatalcrashes
crashes
between
1980
and
1995
(NHTSA,
2004).
This
encouraged
between 1980 and 1995 (NHTSA, 2004). This encouraged the
the
setting of ambitious goals for alcohol-safety
setting
alcohol-safety programs.
programs. For its
10th anniversary
1990, MADD
MADD produced
"20 by 2000"
10th
anniversary in 1990,
produced aa “20
2000”

plan that set a goal to
to reduce
reduce alcohol-related
alcohol-related traffic fatalities
fatalities
by 20% in the
the following decade-a
decade—agoal
goalthat
thatactually
actually was
was met
1995, Secretary
1997. In 1995,
three years
years early
early in 1997.
three
Secretary of TransportaTransportaPena called
called aa national
national meeting—“Partners
meeting-"Partners in
tion Frederico
Frederico Peña
Progress"-in which
Progress”—in
whichMADD
MADDplayed
playedaavery
veryprominent
prominent role
role as
as
established many
agenda items
itit established
many of the agenda
items (NHTSA,
(NHTSA, 1995). The
an even
evenmore
moreambitious
ambitious national
national goal for the reducmeeting set an
reducealcohol-related
alcohol-related fatalities
fatalities
tion of
of alcohol-related
alcohol-related crashes:
crashes: reduce
to 11,000 a year by 2005.
2005. Unfortunately,
Unfortunately, the 17-year decline in
to an
anend
endinin1997,
1997,and
andinin2005—the
2005-the 10th
alcohol fatalities came
came to
anniversaryof
of the
the new
newnational
nationalgoals—alcohol-related
goals-alcohol-related traffic
traffc
anniversary
fatalities
fatalities remain
remain between
between 16,000
16,000 and
and 17,000.
Despite
discouraging lack of progress in
in reducing
reducing alcoholalcoholDespite the discouraging
related
passageof
of imimrelated fatal
fatalcrashes,
crashes, the
the last
last decade
decade has
has seen the passage
portant new
new alcohol-safety
alcohol-safetylegislation
legislationin
in which
which MADD
MADD played
played
signifcant role
aa significant
rolethrough
throughits
itsstate
state offces
officesand
andcongressional
congressional ededsignifcant pieces
ucation activities. Among the more significant
pieces of legislamade itit illegal
illegal for
tion was the zero-tolerance law that made
for underage
underage
operate aavehicle
vehiclewith
with any
any amount
amount of
of alcohol
alcohol in their
drivers to operate
bodies. This new law was a natural complement to the existing
MLDA 21
national MLDA
21 law
law under
under which
which ititwas
was illegal
illegal for
foraaperson
person
younger
than 21
21 to drink alcohol
younger than
alcohol (Hingson
(Hingson et
et al.,
al., 1994;
1994; Voas
Voas
2003). The
The National Highway System
et al., 2003).
System Designation
Designation Act
161, 1995)
1995) provided sanctions
of 1995
1995 (23
(23 USC
USC §§ 161,
sanctions for
for states
states
zero-tolerancelaw
law by
by withholding
withholding a porthat failed to enact
enact aa zero-tolerance
tion of
of their
their federal
federal highway
highway construction
construction funds.
funds. By
ByJune
June 1998
had enacted
enactedlegislation
legislation that
that complied
complied with
with the federal
all states
states had
zero-tolerance criteria: 12
12 states
statesand
andthe
theDistrict
District of
of Columbia
zero-tolerance
set the
the limit
limit at
set
at .00,
.00,two
twostates
states at
at .01,
.01, and
and 36
36 states
states at .02.
Another of
of the
the most signifcant
significantlegislative
legislativeachievements
achievements adadvancing alcohol safety during this
vancing
this period
period was
was the
the passage
passage of
legislation lowering
lowering the
the illegal
illegal BAC
BAC limit from
legislation
from .10
.10 to
to .08.
.08. Beginning
in the
the 1970s, the DOT used
ginning in
used its
its authority
authority under the
the HighHighto adopt
adopt illegal
illegal per
way Safety Act
Act of
of1966
1966 to
toencourage
encourage states
states to
se laws
lawsspecifying
specifying .10
.10BAC
BAC as
asthe
thelegal
legallimit
limit defining
defning impaired
se
driving. From
driving.
From the
the outset
outset of
of the
the movement
movement to
to adopt
adopt .10 BAC
BAC as
as
were advocates
advocatesfor
for even
evenlower
lower BAC
BAC
the national standard, there were
levels. In 1986,
1986, DOT
DOT formally
formally advocated
lowerillegal
illegal limit
limit
levels.
advocated aalower
including aa .08 BAC
one of
of the
the regulatory
regulatory criteria
criteria for
by including
BAC law
law as
as one
supplemental alcohol
alcohol traffic safety grant under the program
aa supplemental
(23 USC
USC §§ 408).
408). By
By 1983, this
authorized by the U.S. Congress
Congress (23
lower BAC limit
movement toward a lower
limithad
hadresulted
resulted in
in Oregon
Oregon and
Utah enacting .08 laws; similar
similar legislation
in Maine
legislationwas
was enacted in
in 1988, California
California in
in1990,
1990, and
and Vermont in
in 1991.
1991.
Beginning in 1992,
1992, the growing evidence
evidence for impairment at
et al.,
al., 2000;
2000;Moskowitz
Moskowitz &
& Fiorentino,
lower BAC levels (Zador et
2000) and
(Hingson et
et al.,
and for the effectiveness
effectivenessof
of the
the .08
.08 limit
limit (Hingson
1996; Voas et
etal.,
al.,2000a;
2000a; Hingson
Hingson et al.,
al., 2000;
2000; Shults
Shults et al., 2001),
2001),
1996;
as well
well as
asMADD’s
MADD's efforts
as
effortswith
withstate
state legislators,
legislators, induced
induced 10
10 additional states
ditional
states to adopt.08
adopt .08BAC
BACper
perse
se laws
laws by
by 1998:
1998:Kansas
Kansas and
North Carolina (1993); Florida,
Florida, New
New Hampshire, New Mexico,
and Virginia
Virginia (1994);
(1994); Alabama
Alabamaand
and Hawaii
Hawaii(1995);
(1995);and
and Idaho
Idaho and
Illinois (1997).
Illinois
(1997).However,
However,the
themovement
movement toward
toward aa national
national stanstandard of .08 BAC was slowed by the strong opposition from the
the
and hospitality
hospitality industries,
industries, claiming
claiming that
that the
thelower
lowerlimit
limit
alcohol and
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would impact social drinking. This led to the introduction of a
bill by
bill
bySenator
Senator Frank
FrankLautenberg
Lautenberg of
ofNew
NewJersey
Jersey and
and CongressCongressman Frank
Frank Wolf
Wolf of
of Virginia that called
called for
for the
the withholding
withholding of
man
a portion of the federal highway
highway construction
construction funds
funds from
fromstates
states
that did not enact .08 legislation.
passedH.R.
H.R. 4475
4475 (the
(the DOT
On June
June 15, 2000, the Senate
Senate passed
Appropriations Bill
Appropriations
Billfor
forFiscal
FiscalYear
Year [FY]
[FY]2001)
2001)that,
that, through
through the
encouraged states
statestotoadopt
adopt.08
BAC laws by
threat of sanctions, encouraged
.08 BAC
FY
FY 2004.
2004. The final .08 BAC
BAC bill
bill(Section
(Section351)
351)was
was adopted
adopted by
Congress and
and signed
signed by
by the
the President
Presidentshortly
shortly after
after that (23 CFR
1225, 2000).
2000). MADD
MADD played
§§ 1225,
played aa prominent role in
in pushing
pushing the
the
legislation,
includingthe
the convening of a “Youth
of 435
legislation, including
"Youth Summit”
Summit" of
young people from
from every congressional district
district gathering
gathering on
on the
Capitol steps
Capitol
steps in Washington, D.C., to visit
visittheir
theirrepresentatives
representatives
promote the
the passage
passageofofthe
the.08limit.
the.08
and promote
.08 limit. New
New research
research on the
.08
BAC
limithas
has confrmed
confirmedits
itseffectiveness
effectiveness(Dee,
(Dee,2001;
2001; Eisenberg,
BAC limit
2001; Bernat et al., 2004; Tippetts et al., 2005).
MADD
MADDalso
alsoplayed
played aa key
key role in
in the
the adoption of administra(ALR) and
tive license revocation (ALR)
and ALS
ALS laws,
laws, which
whichhave
have proven
to be an effective general
general deterrent
deterrent to impaired driving
driving (Voas
(Voas
2000a). Throughout
Throughout the
the1990s,
1990s,MADD
MADD officials were key
et al., 2000a).
members of
of the
the Administrative License
members
License Revocation Coalition,
which was
to work
work toward the
the adoption
adoption of
of ALR
ALR and
which
was established
established to
and
ALS laws
laws ininthe
thestates.
states. During
Duringthe
the1990s,
1990s,17
17states
states adopted
adopted
ALR/ALS laws
ALR/ALS
lawstotoadd
addtotothe
the24
24states
states already
already with
withthese
these laws,
least in
in part
part due
dueto
tothe
theefforts
effortsby
byMADD.
MADD.
at least
Increased
offenders also were enenIncreased penalties
penalties for
for repeat
repeat DUI
DUI offenders
acted during
during this
this period.
period. The
The Transportation
TransportationEquity
Equity Act
Act for the
acted
21st Century (TEA-21)
(TEA-21) was
was passed
passed by the
the Congress
Congress in 1998.
1998.
MADD
MADDplayed
played aa signifcant
significantroll
rollininsupporting
supportingthe
thesection
section of
of the
the
for a minimum
act that provided for
minimumlicense
licensesuspension
suspension of
of one
one year
for second
impoundment of
of the ofsecond DUI offenders,
offenders, as
as well as
as impoundment
fender's
vehicle or
or installation
installation of
of an
an alcohol
alcohol ignition
ignition interlock
fender’s vehicle
were required
required to
to adopt
adopt such
such legislation
legislation or
on the vehicle. States
States were
face aa transfer
transfer of
of funds
funds from
from highway construction to highway
Both vehicle impoundment (Voas &
& DeYoung,
safety programs. Both
alcohol interlocks (Willis
2002) and alcohol
(Willisetetal.,
al.,2005)
2005)have
have proven to
effectively reduce
reduce DUI
DUI offender recidivism.
REASONS
FOR THE
THE GROWTH
GROWTH OF
OF MADD
MADD
REASONS FOR
of the
thedrinking-and-driving
drinking-and-driving activist
The rise of
activist movement
movement in
in the
led to
to the
the formation
formation of several
citizen-activist orgaearly 1980s led
several citizen-activist
nizations, such
such as
asRID,
RID, MADD,
MADD, and
Against Driving
Driving
nizations,
and Students
Students Against
Drunk (SADD),
(SADD),together
togetherwith
withthe
theestablishment
establishmentof
ofthe
the PresidenPresidenDrunk
tial Commission
National
tial
Commissionon
on Drunk
DrunkDriving
Drivingand
andits
itssuccessor
successor the National
Against Drunk
Drunk Driving
Driving (NCADD).
(NCADD). All
Commission Against
Allofofthese
these organizations played
played aa role
role in
in the
the development
developmentof
of public
public policy
ganizations
in the
the impaired-driving
impaired-drivingarea.
area. Over
Over the
the last
last 25
25years,
years, however,
however,
followed different
they have
have followed
differentorganizational
organizationalpaths.
paths.The
Thereasons
reasons
why MADD
MADDhas
hasemerged
emerged as
as the
the best
best known of
of these
these entities
entities
has interested
interestedscholars
scholarsand
andactivists.
activists.MADD
MADD was
wasnot
not the
thefirst
frst
has
such organization.
organization. RID
RID had been
founded in 1978,
such
been founded
1978, two
two years
years
the advent
advent of
of MADD,
MADD, and
before the
and had
had several
several community units
in the
area by
by the
the time
time MADD
MADD arrived
the New York State
State area
arrived on
on the
the

scene. The
The Presidential
Presidential Commission
Commission was
was formed
formed shortly after
scene.
MADD
full support
MADDwas
wasfounded
foundedand
and had
had the full
support of
of the
the federal govfollowed by
ernment during its 18-month action period. It was followed
by a
organization (NCADD)
(NCADD) sponsored
succeeding organization
sponsoredby
byaa broad
broad crosscrossU.S. industry.
industry. All
All four
section of the U.S.
fourof
ofthese
these organizations
organizations have
have
traffc safety
contributed to traffic
safetyand
and are
are still
stillactive
active today;
today; however,
however,
MADDhas
hasthe
thelargest
largest membership
membershipand
and is
is the
the best known to the
MADD
public
public (Gallup
(Gallup Organization,
Organization, 2005).
2005).
The growth of MADD
MADDhas
hasattracted
attracted the
the attention of
of aa num(1993), McCarthy and Crishock
ber of social scientists:
scientists: Weed
Weed (1993),
McCarthy and
(1996), McCarthy
and Wolfson
Wolfson (1996),
(1996), Reinarman
Reinarman (1988),
(1988), and
and
Marshall
Marshall and
and Oleson
Oleson (1993).
(1993).Some
Someresearchers
researchers have attributed

emergenceofofMADD
MADD to the
personality of its
the emergence
the charismatic
charismatic personality
Lightner (e.g.,
(e.g., Weed,
Weed, 1993), and certainly
certainly she
she
founder, Candy Lightner

played
role, particularly after NBC
played aa prominent
prominent role,
NBC produced
produced aa
her life in
movie on her
in 1983.
1983. MADD
MADDdid
didenjoy
enjoythe
theadvantage
advantage of
leader who rapidly
rapidly became
a very photogenic, outspoken
outspoken leader
became proficientatatusing
usingthe
thepublic
publicmedia
mediatotospread
spreadMADD's
MADD’s
messagef
icient
message
1993; Reinarman,
Reinarman, 1988).
1988). With
With this initial
initial leadership
(Weed, 1993;
leadership and
and
of public-media
public-media experts
from the
industry
the support of
experts from
the broadcast industry
and the
the federal government,
government, MADD
MADD developed
and
developed aa strong
strong capacapability to
bility
torespond
respond effectively
effectivelyto
tothe
the growing
growingpress
press interest in the
drinking-and-driving problem.
problem. The MADD
MADDpresident
president provided
provided
had generally
generally been
beenmissing
missingin
inthe
thepast—a
past-a ready
what had
ready source of
comment for reporters
reporters on
on alcohol-related
alcohol-related highway
highwaydeaths
deaths and
and
personifcation of the
aa personification
the drunk-driving
drunk-driving problem
problem by
by aa prominent
victim.
as McCarthy
McCarthy and Crishock (1996)
Other scientists, such as
(1996) and
and
Reinarman
(1988),have
have suggested that funding
and general supReinarman (1988),
funding and
port from
from the
the hospitality
hospitality industry
industry played
played an
an important role
role bebecausethey
theysaw
sawMADD’s
MADD's policies
policies as
as focused
focusedon
on“killer
"killer drunk
cause
drivers" and
drivers”
and not
not on
on normal
normal social
social drinkers.
drinkers. Reinarman
Reinarman noted
noted
the alcohol industry’s
industry's interest
that the
interest in blaming the
the problem
problem on
on
attention away
away from
from the full
full range
the deviant driver, to deflect attention
range
of problems
problems related
related to alcohol
alcohol consumption,
consumption, moved
moved them to
support MADD
MADD in
Whatever affinity
affnity the
support
in its
its early
early years.
years. Whatever
the alcohol
for the
the MADD
MADDobjectives,
objectives, there
there is
is little
littleevidence
evidence
industry felt for
alcohol industry
industry financial
fnancial support had
hadaasignificant
signifcant influence
infuence
that alcohol
the growth
growth of
of the
the MADD
MADD organization.
on the
organization. The only alcohol ingift to
dustry gift
to MADD
MADDcame
camefrom
fromAnheuser-Busch.
Anheuser-Busch. Reported
Reported to
actually only
be $175,000, it actually
onlyamounted
amounted to
to $50,000
$50,000 in
in cash
cash when
in-kind components
the in-kind
components failed to materialize. This support did
not materialize until
until 1983,
1983, well
wellafter
aftermuch
muchlarger
larger(more
(morethan
than $1
$1
million) and
from inmillion)
and more
more crucial
crucial contributions
contributions were
were received
received from
surance
surance industry
industry leaders
leadersand
andNHTSA
NHTSA in
in 1981
1981 (Wilkerson,
(Wilkerson, 2003).
issue as
astotowhether
whetherMADD
MADD profited
profted from indirect
The issue
indirect support
support
opposition from
from the
thehospitality
hospitalityindustry
industryisisdifficult
diffcult to
or lack of opposition
determine because
because there
measures of that
that assisassisthere are
are no useful measures
tance. MADD
MADD may
initially enjoyed
tance.
may have initially
enjoyed a period during which
it was
was not
not strongly
strongly opposed
opposed by the
the industry;
industry; however,
however, in the
the
1990s,
expanded its
the
1990s, when
when itit expanded
its program
program to
to include lowering the
limit, ititencountered
opposition from alcohol
legal limit,
encountered considerable opposition
interests that remains to this
this day.
day.
Reinarman (1988) suggested
that the
the conservative
conservative political
political
Reinarman
suggested that
climate
represented by the Reagan presidency
climate represented
presidency contributed
contributed to the
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rise of MADD
stressedthe
theimmorality
immorality of
MADDbecause
because its
itsmessage
message stressed
drunk driving and
individual's responsibility for avoiding
drunk
and the
the individual’s
avoiding
that criminal
criminal act,
act, which
which fit
ft well
that
wellwith
withthat
thatadministration's
administration’s conconservative law-and-order
law-and-order philosophy. This suggestion also
also is
is difdifservative
icult
to
evaluate
objectively.
Clearly,
the
public's
sympathy
ficult
to
evaluate
objectively.
Clearly,
public’s
for
f
injured children
children can
can be readily aroused
aroused and
and the
the drinking
drinking driver
is an easy
target, but
but it is
easy target,
is not
not clear
clear why
whythat
thatmessage
message should
should
resonate
liberal
resonate more under conservative governments because
because liberal
reputed to
to be
bemore
moresupportive
supportive of
of federal
federal action
governments are reputed
in
in the
the health
health and
and safety
safety area.
area.
Much of
of the
the reasoning related to the
Much
the emergence
emergenceof
ofMADD
MADD is
based
based on
on anecdote
anecdoteand
andopinion
opinion because
becausethere
thereisisrelatively
relatively little
little
research
evidencedirectly
directly relating
relating the
the organizations’
organizations' activities
research evidence
drinking and
to public knowledge and drinking
and driving.
driving. Four
Four conjectures
conjectures
be offered
offered for
for MADD’s
MADD's emergence
can be
emergenceas
as the
the leading
leading grassroots
grassroots
impaired-driving area:
organization in the impaired-driving
area:
•

The "placing
“placingof
ofaface
a faceon
on the traffic
injuryproblem."
problem.”As
Asnoted,
noted,
The
trafic injury
campaigns directed
directed at
at the
the alcohol safety problem bemedia campaigns
before 1980 had
had failed to move
move the
the public
public to
to action.
action. Reports
Reports
of victims were
of thousands
thousands of
were just
just statistics
statistics and were ineffecnumbersare
aretoo
too impersonal
impersonal to
to convey
convey the
the toll
tive because
because numbers
victims' lives
avoid drinking
drinking
on victims’
lives and
and their families. Appeals to avoid
and driving
driving without
and
without the
the public
public frst
firstaccepting
acceptingthat
thatthere
there was
was a
problem
most part,
part,ignored.
ignored.MADD
MADD not only
problem were, for the most
only personalized the
the traffic-crash
traffc-crash victim,
sonalized
victim, but
but also
also focused
focused attention
attention

the most
mostappealing
appealingofofthe
the
victims-children-that caught
on the
victims—children—that
caught
the attention of the media and the public.
• Governmental
Governmental assistance.
assistance. In the early 1980s,
1980s, NHTSA's
NHTSA’s spespecommunity involvement
involvement in
in the
the traffictraffccial effort to promote
promote community
safety problem included providing
providingstaff
staffto
tosupport
support the
the emerging citizen-activist
citizen-activist movement.
movement. NHTSA provided
provided technical
technical
assistanceon
on alcohol-safety
alcohol-safety laws and research
assistance
research and provided
introductions to
to members
members of
of Congress,
Congress, existing safety
safety orgaorganizations,
leadership could exexnizations, and
and the
the press
press that
that MADD
MADD leadership
ploit
ploit more
more successfully
successfully than
than other
other emerging
emerging groups at that
time.
•• Recruitment
Recruitmentof
of national
nationalexperts.
experts. Although
Althoughititcaused
caused considerable tension and
and stress
stresswithin
within the
the organization
organization and contributed
contributed
to the loss of its
its founder,
founder, MADD
MADDwas
wasultimately
ultimatelysuccesssuccessful in
in bringing
bringing onto
onto its
itsnational
national board
board and
and into its
its national
national
traffc safety,
office experts
experts in citizen-activist organization,
organization, traffic
safety,
legislation, lobbying,
lobbying, media,
fundraising, while mainlegislation,
media, and
and fundraising,
maintaining
a strong
strong role
victims ininthe
thegovernance
governance of the
the
taining a
role for victims
organization.
• Efective
Effectivevictim
victimservices.
services. MADD
MADDappears
appearstotohave
have been
been parparticularly successful
successful in developing
developing aa strong
strong victim-services
victim-services
organization as
as evidenced
continuing substantial
substantial supsupevidenced by
by its continuing
the Department
Department of
port from the
of Justice,
Justice,Office
Offce for
for Victims
Victims of
Crime. This served
as an
an important
important recruiting
recruiting base
for its
Crime.
served as
base for
membership. In
In addition,
addition, the
the MADD
MADD leadership
membership.
leadership was
was effeceffective in bringing
bringing forward
forward the
the families
families of
of victims
victims totopresent
present
their stories, which received
received wide
wide coverage
coverage in the
the press,
press, increasing its
its name
name recognition
recognition and
and supporting
supporting its
its fund-raising
fund-raising
creasing
efforts.

McCarthy
relatively deMcCarthyand
and Wolfson
Wolfson (1996)
(1996) have
have provided
provided a relatively
tailed analysis of the growth
growth and
and characteristics of the two best
best
known drinking-and-driving
drinking-and-driving activist
MADD and
activist organizations:
organizations: MADD
and
RID. They
and 1985,
1985, MADD
MADD received
RID.
They note
note that
that between 1979 and
received
far more
national publicity
publicity than
than RID. MADD
more national
MADD activists
activists at
at the
the
of approaching communities that
local level
level had
had the advantage
advantage of
already were
were aware
aware of
of MADD
MADD and
already
and its
itsgoals.
goals. They
They charactercharacterized
ized MADD
MADD as
as aa top-down
top-down organization,
organization, noting
noting its
its stronger
stronger
requirementsby
by the
the national
national office
offce
control over membership
membership requirements
to the
the bottom-up
bottom-up organization of the more loosely afcompared to
iffiliated
liated RID
RIDcommunity
communitygroups.
groups. The
The MADD
MADDchapters
chapters tended
tended
larger mailing lists and
that were
were five
fve times
to have
have larger
and budgets
budgets that
times
higher than their RID
RID counterparts.
counterparts. The
The authors
authors conclude that
three factors
factors account
account for
for the differences
differences between
between MADD
MADD and
three
and
RID: (1)
effectsfrom
from MADD’s
MADD's more
RID:
(1) the
the selection effects
more stringent criteria for
for group
group chartering;
chartering; (2)
(2)greater
greater interest
interest and
and enthusiasm
enthusiasm
for
popularity and knowledge of
of
for MADD
MADDgroups
groupsdue
due to
to the wide popularity
MADD;
MADD;and
and(3)
(3)the
thedirect
directchartering
chartering of
ofthe
the organization
organization and
and its
leaders, which
which motivated individuals
individuals to
with
leaders,
to become
become associated
associated with
highly prestigious national organization.
aa highly
Weed
(1993, pp.
pp. 330–333)
330-333) has provided a sociological analWeed (1993,
ysis of the
the early
early history
history of MADD
MADD based
based on
ysis
on the
the work
work of
Weber (1964),
the traditional
traditional confict
conflict among
among
(1964), pointing
pointing to
to the
founders of
of reform movements
who gain
gain authority
authority from
from their
founders
movements who
victimization experiences.
victimization
experiences.They
Theyattract
attractother
otheradvocates
advocates to
to an organization that
ganization
that is
is not
not highly
highlystructured
structuredand
andwhere
whereno
noone
onehas
has an
answering aa“call
"call to action.”
action" In
office, but all are answering
Insuch
such organizaorganizaleader has
hasfull
full authority, and the unit is held together
tions, the leader
together
by a common passion for
for the
the cause
cause (Weber, 1964, p. 360). The
problem presented
by such
such organizations
organizations isis that
that to
to grow they
presented by
must raise
raise funds
funds and
anddeal
dealwith
with the
thecomplexities
complexities of
of fund-raising
fund-raising
regulations and taxation.
taxation. This
Thisrequires
requiresstandard
standard business
business pracand procedures
proceduresthat
thatmay
maylead
leadtotoaamodification
modifcation of goals or
tices and
setting of new goals
goals for the organization (McCarthy et
the setting
et al.,
al.,
1991).
results in recruiting specialists
specialists in
1991). This,
This, in turn, results
in finance
fnance
and administration
administration into the organization who might
and
might support
support the
objectives of
of the
the organization
organizationbut
butdo
donot
notshare
share the passion of the
victim's experience
victim’s
experience or motivation.
Weed
(1993), who had access
to MADD
MADD staff
Weed (1993),
access to
staff and
and records
records
during the period from
during
from 1984
1984 to
to 1987, applied
applied this
this social-science
theory to
to what
he saw
saw as
as the
the conflict
conflict in
in the
the early
early history
history of
theory
what he
MADD
MADDbetween
betweenthe
the National
NationalBoard
Boardof
ofDirectors
Directorsand
and the
the charisconflict as
matic founder, Candy Lightner. He
He saw
saw a part of the conflict
as
resulting
resulting from
fromoutside
outsidepressures
pressures from
fromsuch
such organizations
organizations as
as the
Better Business Bureau, but, ultimately,
he concluded itit was
was the
ultimately, he
inability
inability of
ofcharismatic
charismatic leadership
leadership to work with
with administrative
administrative
structures. He
He gives
givesLightner
Lightner aagreat
greatdeal
dealofofcredit
creditfor
forMADD’s
MADD's
structures.
legislative successes
successes and
andbuilding
building the
the organization,
organization, which
which by
the time she
left MADD
the
she left
MADDinin1985,
1985,had
hadgrown
growntoto360
360chapters.
chapters.
Nonetheless, he
Nonetheless,
he leaves
leavesthe
thepicture
pictureof
of an
an organization
organization bereft
bereft of
of
with some
some threat to its
its continued
continued existence.
existence.
its engine, with
Unfortunately, Weed's
Weed’s analysis
analysis ended
ended at that point
point and
and thus
thus
Unfortunately,
failed to follow
follow the
the full
fulldevelopment
development of the
the MADD
MADDorganizaorganiza1985. MADD
MADD ultimately
tion beyond
beyond 1985.
ultimatelydeveloped
developed into
into aa large,
large,
national entity
entity while preserving
much of its
highly organized
organized national
preserving much
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charismatic element. The organization
organization that
that evolved
evolved in
in the
the years
years
immediately
immediately following
followingLightner's
Lightner’sresignation
resignationestablished
established aa govboard of
of directors.
Initially, most
erning board
directors. Initially,
most of
of the
the directors
directors were
were
from the business
businessworld
world and
andwere
werenot
notlocal
localMADD
MADD memdrawn from
however, following
following Lightner's
bers; however,
Lightner’sdeparture,
departure,chapter
chapter members
members
became the
the majority
majority on
became
on the
the board.
board. As
As is
is the
the case
case for most large,
MADD employs
nonprofit organizations, MADD
employs an
an executive
executive director
thecentral
centraloffice
officestaff
staffwith
with specialists
specialists divided
divided into
who manages
manages the
several departments
departments(e.g.,
(e.g.,field
field issues,
issues,programs,
programs,public
public policy)
policy)
several
and reports
reports to
to the Chairman
and
Chairman of the
the Board.
Board. Recently,
Recently, the new
executive
has been
been given
executive director
director of
of MADD
MADD has
given the
thetitle
title of
of Chief
Executive
Offcer, further
Executive Officer,
further distinguishing
distinguishing that position from the
the
president, who
who is the chief spokesperson
for MADD.
MADD.
national president,
spokesperson for
The central office
office staff
staff supports
supports local
localchapters
chapters and
and conducts naA key
key feature
feature of
of MADD’s
MADD's public-media
tional programs.
programs. A
public-media program is the president,
who is
is always
always aa victim member
gram
president, who
member of the
the
organization. The president
the role
role of
ofchief
chiefspokesperson
spokesperson
president fills
flls the
for MADD
central office
office is left to the
MADDand
andmanagement
management of the central
the
executive director. This preserves
the authority
authority and passion
passion of
of
executive
preserves the
the public face of the
the organization
organization without
without placing
placing the
the burden
burden
national staff on aa victim
victim volunteer.
of managing a large national
volunteer.
A part
part of
of this
this organizational
organizational growth
growth and
and transformation, not
recorded
development of a strong
strong support prorecorded by
by Weed, was the development
victims of impaired drivers. A unique 21-hour traingram for the victims
ing
assist members
membersin
insupporting
supporting vicvicing program
program was
was developed to assist
tims and helping
helping them deal with
with the courts
courts and
andwith
with their
their physical
physical
tims
and psychological
psychological injuries.
injuries. Currently,
Currently, MADD
MADD has
1,200 victim
victim
and
has 1,200
advocates trained
trained under
under that
that program,
program, 1,100
1,100 of
of whom
whom are volunvolunadvocates
teers
less well known to the
teers (100
(100 are
arepaid
paidby
byMADD).
MADD). Though less
public
campaign for
for stronger
strongerDUI
DUI laws,
laws,itit was
wasMADD’s
MADD's
public than its campaign
service to victims
service
victims that
that helped
helped ensure
ensure aa growing
growing membership.
membership.
McCarthy and
and Wolfson (1996) found that
that victim
victimservices
services are
are
membership. In
In 2003,
2003, MADD
MADD provided
strongly related to membership.
provided serservictims, and
vice to more than 27,000 victims,
and in
in 2004
2004 served
served more than
victims of
31,000 victims
ofalcohol-related
alcohol-relatedcrashes.
crashes.
Aside from
Aside
from developing
developing aa very professional model for assisting
impaired-driving crash
and victim families,
impaired-driving
crash survivors and
families, the
the orgaorgavictims'-rights legislation
nization promoted victims’-rights
legislationtotoensure
ensurethat
that state
state
victim-compensation laws
laws included
included victims
victims of drunk
victim-compensation
drunk drivers.
drivers.
MADD
National Victim Rights
MADDalso
also has
has supported
supported aa National
Rights AmendAmendment to
to the
the Constitution.
Constitution. MADD
MADD was
frst organization
ment
was the
the first
organization to
develop aa formal
formal program that used
used victims
victims in an intervention
develop
effort with
with individuals
individuals convicted
convicted of
of crime.
crime. The
The organization
organization is
currently involved
currently
involved with
withVictim
VictimImpact
ImpactPanels
Panels (VIPs)
(VIPs) in
in 190 communities. VIPs
munities.
VIPsare
are designed
designed as
as a therapeutic experience for the
an opportunity
opportunity for convicted
DUI drivers, most
most of
victims and an
convicted DUI
which have
crash, to
to understand
understand the
theinjuries
injuries that
which
have not
not yet
yet been in a crash,
inflict on
their behavior can
can inflict
on other
other road
road users.
users. Although Shinar
and Compton (1995)
(1995) found
found some
some evidence for
for the
the effectiveness
effectiveness
did not
of VIPs,
VIPs, other
other studies did
not support their
their results (e.g., Polacsek
the potential
potential
et al., 2001). These results, however, do not reduce the
importance of VIPs to the recovery of
of the
the victim.
victim.
Weed-because ititoccurred
Also not recorded by Weed—because
occurred somewhat
somewhat
study-was the
after his study—was
theintegration
integrationofofresearchers
researchers into
into the
the dedevelopment of
of MADD’s
MADD's public-policy
velopment
public-policyprogram.
program. As
As noted
noted in
in the
the

Source: MADD National Ofce, 2005.

Figure 33

Cumulative growth
MADD chapters,
Cumulative
growthin
inthe
the number of MADD
chapters,1980
1980 to
to 2004.

complexfield
feld requirbeginning of this article, alcohol safety is aacomplex
ing programs that deal
deal with
with alcohol availability
availabilityand
and consumpconsumpdrinking and
tion, as well as drinking
and driving
driving itself.
itself.To
Toestablish
establish aa broad
broad
base of
of national
national support,
support, itit was
was necessary
necessaryfor
forMADD
MADD to
base
to develop
public
for impublic policies
policies beyond
beyond the
the focus of increasing sanctions
sanctions for
paired drivers. This program expansion,
expansion, which
which included
included not only
only

underage drinking
but also
also support
support for
forresponsible
responsiblebeverage
beverage serserdrinking but
practices and
and safety
safety belt
belt legislation,
legislation, was considvice and sales
sales practices
ered essential
essentialtotoMADD
MADD accomplishing its mission to eliminate
ered
impaired driving.
driving. However,
However, this
this expansion
expansion had
had to
to be
be accomaccomplished
to the
the public
public that
that MADD
MADD was
plished without it appearing
appearing to
was diluting its
its primary
primary mission
mission and
and without diminishing
diminishing the
the support
support
MADD achieved
of the
the volunteer members.
members. MADD
achieved this transition by
inviting
invitingresearchers
researchers to serve on the national board, establishing
the position of vice president for public
public policy,
policy,and
and adopting
adopting the
position that
that no
no policy
policyaction
actionwould
wouldbe
besupported
supported unless
unless there
there
was scientific
evidence for
for its
itseffectiveness.
effectiveness.
scientifc evidence
Thus, MADD
MADD moved
Thus,
moved rapidly from
from aa small local group with
no
structure in 1980
highly structured
structured national
national
1980 to aa highly
no formal structure
organization with revenues
organization
revenues of almost
almost $50
$50 million
million by 1990
(Wilkerson, 2003).
(Wilkerson,
2003). McCarthy and
and Wolfson
Wolfson (1996)
(1996) attributed
attributed
MADD's success
ability and
much of MADD’s
success to its organizational ability
and its effectiveness in attracting
attracting members and funds.
funds. The resulting
resulting rapid
expansion in
in the number
of chapters is shown in
in Figure
Figure 33 and the
number of
increased
revenuesare
areshown
shownininFigure
Figure 4.
4. This
This growth was in
increased revenues

$o

m m m rn ? of m m r o ? ? ? rn m N N N N N
Source: MADD National Ofice, 2005

Figure 4 Growth in total MADD
MADDrevenue,
revenue, 1984-2004.
1984–2004.
Figure
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the RID
RID organization (www.rid-usa.org)
(www.rid-usa.org) that
contrast to the
that was
was the
principal alternative
victims' organization
organizationto
toMADD.
MADD. RID, alalternative victims’
the impaired-driving
impaired-driving
though making important contributions to the
an affiliation
affliation of
effort, remained
remained an
ofmore
more local,
local,autonomous
autonomous entities under the
the leadership
leadershipof
of the
thefounding
founding members
memberswith
with aa limited
limited
of local chapters
chaptersand
andlimited
limited national
national visibility.
visibility.
number of
The McCarthy and
The
and Wolfson
Wolfson study
study provides
provides an
an interesting
interesting
comparison between
between an
an organization
organization that
that retained
retained its
its initial,
comparison
purely volunteer
and its original
volunteer character
character and
original charismatic
charismatic leader
leader
(RID) and
(RID)
and one
one that went through
through aa considerable transformation
(MADD). MADD
(MADD).
MADDestablished
establishedaastrong
strong central
central administration,
administration,
encompassingpolicies
policiesnot
notinin its
its original
original charter
encompassing
charter while taking
steps
steps to
to preserve
preservethe
thepassion
passionexhibited
exhibitedby
by its
its founder,
founder, Lightner,
some finanfnanwho was no longer with the
the organization. Despite some
cial crises along the way and premature
premature obituary
obituary announcements
cial
(Marshall &
(Marshall
&Oleson,
Oleson, 1993),
1993), MADD
MADDhas
hasbecome
becomeaa unique
unique orgaorgaother activist
activist groups
groupsmight
might profit
proft from
nization that other
from emulating.
emulating.
organization is
The management of the organization
is vested in the board, comprised of aa majority
majority of MADD
MADDmembers
membersfrom
fromlocal
localchapters
chapters and
and
professional executive director
director who manages
manages the
thecentral
centraloffice
offce
a professional
staff. The MADD
president is
is relieved
relieved of
of administrative
administrative duties
duties
MADD president
and thus
thus is
is freed
freed to act as
full-time spokesperson
and
as aa full-time
spokesperson for the orof its charismatic founder has allowed
ganization. The absence
absence of
victim members
other victim
members of MADD
MADDtotorepresent
represent the
the organization
organization
to the nation. This
This experience
experience has
has demonstrated the power of the
message-the personal
storiesofofloss
lossand
andgrief—in
grief-in obtaining
message—the
personal stories
obtaining
and public
public support.
support. In
In 2005,
2005, for
for the
the first
frst time,
legislative action and
male victim
victim was elected
elected to
to the
the presidency
presidencyof
ofMADD.
MADD.
aa male

MADD POLICY DEVELOPMENT
During
During its
its 25-year
25-year history,
history, MADD
MADDhas
hasdealt
dealtwith
withmany
manyissues
issues
highway-safety policy
policy while
while developing
central to highway-safety
developing its own proof its efforts as
as aavictims’
victims' organization
gram. An understanding
understanding of
in dealing with
with the
the wide
wide rage
rage of
of critical
criticaland
and controversial
controversialissues
issues
in the traffic-safety
traffc-safety and
and public-health
public-health felds
fieldscan
can be
be instructive to
similar organizations
public-health researchers.
Unfortusimilar
organizations and to public-health
researchers. Unfortuof this activity
activity is
nately, most of
is undocumented.
undocumented. However,
However, both
both the
authors have
haveserved
servedon
onthe
theMADD
MADD National
National Board
Board in
in different
authors
periods of time
time beginning
beginning in
in 1982
1982 to
to the
the present,
present, covering most
of the
the organization's
organization’s existence,
existence, and
and can
can provide
provide some
some obserobserbased on
on that
thatexperience.
experience.AAbrief
brief review of some major
vations based
issues will
assist both
issues
will assist
bothin
inunderstanding
understandingthe
theway
wayininwhich
whichMADD
MADD
grew into
into its
its present
present status
status and in
in evaluating
evaluating its
its achievements.
achievements.
A
few of
ofthe
the developmental
developmentalissues
issues encountered over the 25-year
A few
history of
history
of the
the organization
organizationcan
can be
be described.
described.

Individual
IndividualVersus
VersusSystems
Systems Approach
attention of
of victims is naturally drawn to the drunk driver
The attention
and his
his or
orher
herconviction
conviction and
andsanctions.
sanctions.Therefore,
Therefore,MADD
MADD polipoliand
cies naturally and necessarily
focusedon
on the
the criminal
criminal drunk
cies
necessarily focused
driver when itit was
was frst
firstestablished.
established.However,
However, this
thisemphasis
emphasis
is reminiscent
reminiscent of the "nut
“nut behind
behind the
the wheel"
wheel” approach
approach to traf-

fficic safety
safety in
in the
the first
frst half
half of
ofthe
the20th
20thcentury.
century. That
That impaired
impaired
crashesisisnot
notdoubted.
doubted.Alcohol-related
Alcohol-related incidents,
drivers cause
cause crashes

however, are
areinfluenced
influencedby
byaamultiplicity
multiplicity of factors:
however,
factors: those
those in
criminal justice
safety campaigns,
campaigns, driver
driver lilithe criminal
justice system,
system, such
such as safety
traffc-law enforcement;
censing, traffic-law
enforcement;those
those in the alcohol regulatory
as alcohol sales
system, such as
sales taxes and beverage-service practices; and
environment, such
such
and those
those in
in the
the drinking-and-driving
drinking-and-driving environment,
as alcohol
alcohol advertising and
as
and alternative
alternative transportation
transportation strategies.
strategies.
Public-health
Holder (1987)
Public-healthresearchers,
researchers, such as Holder
(1987) and
and Wagenaar
Wagenaar
and Farrell (1989), and
and
and criminologists,
criminologists, such
such as
as Ross
Ross (1992),
have focused
focused on
on environmental
environmental factors
factors central
central to
to the
the long-term
long-term
have
challenge of
of reducing
reducing alcohol
alcohol problems
problems including
including drinking
drinking and
challenge
and
driving. To
the broader
broaderfield
feld of environmental
driving.
To encompass
encompass the
environmental preimportant to
to avoid
avoid aa limited
limited focus
focus on
on the
the“killer
"killer
vention it was important
drunk" (Gusfield,
drunk”
(Gusfield, 1981).
1981).
A critical
A
criticalconcern
concern of
of any
any organization is to maintain its idenEarly in its history, MADD
tity and
and stay on target.
target. Early
MADDwas
was faced
faced
with
individualoffender
offenderversus
versus the
the environmenwith aa focus on the individual
tal prevention issue
issue when it became
became involved in the
the movement
the drinking
drinking age
clearly falls into the
to raise
raise the
age to 21. This issue
issue clearly
the
realm of alcohol regulation, but also
also is
is definitely
defnitely related
related to underage impaired-driving
impaired-driving crashes
(Wagenaar&
& Wolfson, 1994;
derage
crashes (Wagenaar
Shults et
et al., 2001). Lightner
Shults
Lightner recognized
recognized this relationship
relationship and,
and,
this threatened
threatenedaadilution
dilutionof
ofthe
theMADD
MADD mission of foalthough this
organization to strongly
strongly support
cusing on drunk drivers, led the organization
measure.Over
Overtime,
time, MADD
MADD broadened
the measure.
broadened its support to other
alcohol-safety issues,
as zero-tolerance
zero-tolerance laws
laws for
for youth
alcohol-safety
issues, such as
youth and
and
selaws,
laws, as
aswell
well as
asprograms
programs related
related to
to alcohol
alcohol sales. This
This
.08 per se
broadening
agenda was
was institutionalized when
when
broadening of
of the
the MADD
MADD agenda
in 1985
changedfrom
from Mothers
Mothers Against
Against Drunk
1985 the
the name
name was
was changed
Drivers to Mothers Against
Against Drunk
Drunk Driving.
Driving.

Position on
on Drinking
Drinking Versus
Drinking and
and Driving
Driving
Versus Drinking
From its inception, MADD
MADD was
was faced
faced with
with the
the conflict
conflict between
between
measurestotocontrol
control drinking
drinking and
and driving and policies and promeasures
to control
control alcohol consumption. This
grams to
This problem
problem was
was a part
of the individual
individualversus
versussystems
systems approach
approach just
just discussed.
discussed. There
is substantial
evidencethat
thatalcohol
alcohol availability,
availability, particularly to
substantial evidence
youth, is related
related to the
the frequency
frequency of
of impaired-driving
impaired-drivingcrashes
crashes
(Wagenaar&
& Holder,
Holder, 1991,
1991,1995).
1995).ItItwas
wasinevitable
inevitablethat
thatMADD
MADD
(Wagenaar
would be
would
be challenged
challengedto
totake
takepositions
positionson
onsuch
suchissues
issuesas
as underage
drinking, alcohol
alcohol taxation,
taxation, and
and alcohol
alcohol advertising.
advertising. Moreover,
Moreover,
even
such issues
issues could have
have been
been entirely avoided,
avoided, purely
even if such
traffic-safety policies,
policies, such
suchas
aslowering
loweringthe
theillegal
illegalBAC
BAC limit
limit
traffic-safety
brought MADD
MADD into conflict
to .08,
.08, brought
conflict with
with most
most of
of the
the alcohol
alcohol
and hospitality industries.
of the alcohol
and
industries. Some
Some representatives
representatives of
industry saw that as
an attack
attack on
on their
their core
core clientele
clientele of
of “social
"social
as an
drinkers" (Pena,
2003). MADD
MADD has
drinkers”
(Peña, 2003).
has attempted
attempted to maintain the
the
distinction between
opposition to drunk
distinction
between its opposition
drunk driving
drivingand
and advocacy
responsibleuse
useofofalcohol
alcoholby
byadults.
adults.ItItisisoften
oftendifficult
diffcult to
of the responsible
maintain such
such a separation in public
publicstatements
statements when
when research
research
suggeststhat
that any
any measurable
measurableamount
amountof
of alcohol
alcohol affects perforsuggests
mance (Moskowitz
(Moskowitz et
"best practice”
practice"
mance
et al., 1985, 2000). Thus, the “best
is no driving
driving after
afterany
anydrinking,
drinking,aamessage
message that
that provokes
provokes a response that
that the
the speaker
speakerisisaaneoprohibitionist
neoprohibitionist (Pena,
sponse
(Peña, 2003).
of MADD’s
MADD's position
This issue
issue of
positionon
ondrinking,
drinking,as
asopposed
opposed to
impaired driving, became
focus of the political
became aa focus
political controversy
controversy
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over the
the reduction
reduction of
of the
the legal
legal limit
limit from .10
over
.10 to
to .08
.08 in
in the
the peperiod
riod leading
leading up
up to
to action
action by
by the
the U.S.
U.S. Congress
Congress in 2000. Using
(NHTSA, 1994)
the BAC
BAC
a BAC prediction system
system (NHTSA,
1994) to
to estimate
estimate the
servings of
of wine consumed
consumed rapidly
rapidly
of a small woman and large servings
spokespersonsfrom
from the
thealcohol
alcohol industry
industry
on an empty stomach, spokespersons
of wine could result in
claimed that two glasses
glasses of
in an
an .08
.08 offense
offense
(Pena, 2003).
2003). The
Thealcohol
alcohol industry,
industry, and
andparticularly
particularly the Century
(Peña,
the concept
concept of
of the
the “hard
"hard core
core drinking
drinking
Council, also promoted the
driver" from
driver”
from Simpson,
Simpson, Mayhew,
Mayhew, and
and Beirness
Beirness (1996),
(1996), which
suggestedthat
that the
the emphasis
emphasisinin drinking-and-driving
drinking-and-driving programs
suggested
programs
be placed
placed on
ondrivers
driverswith
with high BACs in the.
15 or higher
should be
the .15
range rather than
than those
thosewith
with low or moderate BACs. Thus, they
MADD was
claimed that MADD
wasfocusing
focusingon
on social
social drinkers
drinkers rather
rather than
for crash
the problem drinkers at highest risk for
crash involvement. The
issue was
wasfurther
furthersensitized
sensitizedby
bythe
theAMA
AMA calling
calling for lowering
lowering the
illegal BAC
BAC to
to .05.
.05. This
Thissupported
supported the
the alcohol industry's
industry’s concontention that
step in the
the direction
that the
the .08
.08 limit
limit was just the
the first
frst step
level in most
of lowering the
the legal BAC to .05
.05 (the current
current level
most of
even to
Europe) or even
to .02
.02 (the
(the current
current level
level in Sweden).
Sweden). Although
Although
MADD
moving to the .05
MADDspokespersons
spokespersons have
have never advocated
advocated moving
level, some representing
pushed the
representing the
the alcohol
alcohol industry pushed
the view
"The road to neo-Prohibition
neo-Prohibition proceeds
that “The
proceeds along two lines of atanti-drunk-driving advocates
tack. First, anti-drunk-driving
advocatesaim
aimtotosteadily
steadilydecrease
decrease
the amount of alcohol
alcohol aa motorist
motoristcan
can consume
consume before
before becombecoming
ing a criminal.
criminal.Second,
Second, the
the movement
movement works
works to
to ever
ever expand
expand the
settings
of alcohol
alcohol beverages
beverages is verboten"
verboten”
settings where
where any
any drinking
drinking of
(Pena, 2003,
2003,p.
p. 7).
7). Although
Although MADD
MADD succeeded
(Peña,
succeeded in promoting
of aa Congressional
Congressional mandate
mandate to the states
the passage
passage of
states to adopt
se laws
laws and all
all 50 states
states and
and DC
DC now have such laws, the
.08 per se
problem of fending off claims that
that itit is
is “prohibitionist”
"prohibitionist" remains.
remains.

Punitive Vrsus
for Drunk Drivers
VersusRemedial
Remedial Measures
Measures for
their loved
loved ones
ones have
When their
have been
beenseriously
seriouslyinjured
injured or
or killed,
killed, the
victims naturally
for the offenders. An
An
victims
naturallydemand
demandsevere
severe sanctions for
of MADD
MADD public
early goal of
publicpolicy
policywas
wasto
to demand
demand jail terms for
offenders. In
In the
the 1960s
1960s
ffirst
irst offenders
offenders as
aswell
well as
asmultiple
multiple DUI
DUI offenders.
1970s sanctioning
sanctioning of
of DUI
DUI offenders
and 1970s
offenders by
by the
the courts
courts was relatively
lenient,even
even to
to the
the extent
extent of
of avoiding
avoidinglicense
license suspension
suspension
tively lenient,
in many cases.
Appropriately, MADD
MADD supported
cases. Appropriately,
supported more
more substansubstantial penalties
penalties to
to strengthen
strengthen general
general deterrence
deterrence and
prevent
and to prevent
convicted offenders from immediately
immediatelygetting
gettingback
backon
on the
the road.
road.
MADD played
Thus, MADD
playedan
an important
importantrole
roleininencouraging
encouragingstates
states to
lengthen
license suspension
suspension and
lengthen the
the periods
periods of license
and to
to adopt
adopt ALS
laws.
jail for
jail time for
The call for jail
for frst
firstoffenders
offendersand
and increased
increased jail
multiple offenders
controversial. The jail
multiple
offenders was
was more controversial.
jail sanction
sanction can
seenas
ashaving
havingwhat
whatRoss
Ross(1984)
(1984) has
hascalled
calledaashort-term
short-term “gen"genbe seen
deterrence" impact
impact on potential drunk drivers and a longeral deterrence”
term "educational"
“educational”component
component (Andenaes,
(Andenaes, 1974) for
for society
society as
as
whole that characterizes
characterizes impaired
impaired driving
driving as aa crime.
crime. Thus,
Thus, jail
jail
a whole
had aa potential
potential role to play in
had
in combating
combating the
the public
public disregard
disregard
drinking-and-driving problem
jail
of the drinking-and-driving
problem before
before 1980. However, jail
spaceisislimited
limited and
and the
the cost
costof
of confinement
confnement to the
the community
space
the criminal-justice
criminal-justice system
and the
systemisis high,
high,as
as noted in
in a study of the
California legislation
for first
frst offenders
California
legislation requiring
requiring jail
jailsentences
sentences for
offenders

by Kinkade
Kinkade and
and Leone (1992).
(1992). Although
Althoughthere
thereisis some
some evidence
1988) that
that jail is
(Zador et al., 1988)
is effective
effective in
in producing
producing general
general
deterrence, that
that evidence
evidence is
is compromised
compromised by
by the fact that most
deterrence,
state laws
laws mandating
mandating incarceration
incarceration provide
provide for the substitution
state
of community
communityservice
servicedue
due to
to the
the lack
lack of
of jail
jailspace.
space. Further,
Further, there
is no evidence
that serving
serving jail
jail time reduces
future recidivism
evidence that
reduces future
1985). Consequently,
Consequently,MADD
MADD has
the limita(Voas, 1985).
has accepted
accepted the
jail for
tions of jail
for frst
firstoffenders;
offenders;although,
although, ititcontinues
continues to
to support
suspensionperiods.
periods.However,
However,MADD’s
MADD's position
longer license suspension
on jail
sentences for
offenders remains
remains unchanged.
unchanged. Dejail sentences
for multiple
multiple offenders
its initial
initial punitive
spite its
punitive focus,
focus, MADD
MADDalso
alsohas
has come
come to support
improved treatment
treatment programs
programs for
for offenders
offenders as
as itithas
has accepted
accepted
the evidence
offenders, exevidence that
that offenders,
offenders,particularly
particularly multiple
multiple offenders,
hibit drinking
drinking problems
problems (Wells-Parker
(Wells-Parker & Williams,
Williams, 2002)
2002) and
and
that court treatment programs are effective (Wells-Parker et al.,
1995).
Participation
Participation in
inSafety-Belt
Safety-Belt Campaigns
Campaigns
prevention of impaired driving
The prevention
driving and
and the
the use
use of
of safety
safety belts
belts
are two of
are
of the
the three
three most
most important
important driver-behavior
driver-behavior issues
issues reEarly in its
lated to crash
crash injury (along
(along with
withexcessive
excessive speed).
speed). Early
history, MADD's
MADD’seffort
efforttotokeep
keepon
onmessage
message was
was challenged by
and particularly
the issue
issue of supporting
supporting safety-belt
safety-belt messages
messages and
safety-belt laws. Many national
safety-belt
national organizations
organizations adopted
adopted safety
safety
belt laws as
central element
elementof
of their
their programs
programs and
andthe
theNHTSA
NHTSA
as aacentral
initiated
programs
to
encourage
states
to
adopt
primary
enforceinitiated programs to encourage states to adopt primary
ment safety belt laws, so
so there
there was
wasnot
notaadirect
directneed
needfor
forMADD
MADD
to be involved. Even so, there
there are
are aanumber
numberof
of possibilities
possibilities for
combined enforcement campaigns such as
as checking
checking safety-belt
safety-belt
use
at
sobriety
checkpoints
and
detecting
impaired
drivers
duruse at sobriety
and detecting impaired
ing nighttime
safety-belt
usage
enforcement
activities.
Initially,
nighttime safety-belt usage enforcement activities. Initially,
some were
wereconcerned
concernedthat
thatthis
thiswould
woulddilute
diluteMADD’s
MADD's drinkingdrinkingsome
and-driving message,
message, but,
these concerns
concerns were rebut, ultimately, these
solved by promoting safety
best protection
protection for posolved
safety belts as the best

tential victims
victims against
against the drunk driver. This ability
abilitytotoassume
assume
measureswithin
within the
theMADD
MADD mission
other key safety measures
mission was
was proborganization within
within the
ably an important factor in keeping the organization
mainstream of the highway-safety movement.
movement.

Integration
into MADD Activities
Integration of
of Youth
Youth Programs
Programs into
Early support
for the
the MLDA
MLDA 21
MADD's first
support for
21 law
law represented
represented MADD’s
toward broadening
broadening its
its original
original focus on the
the criminal
criminal
major step
step toward
drunk driver. This commitment
commitment was carried forward in
in its strong
support for the national zero-tolerance law. This
This law
law established
established
legal base
basefor
forreducing
reducingthe
theavailability
availability of alcohol and controla legal
ling
underage impaired driving
drivingand
andalso
alsopresented
presented aa challenge
ling underage
to MADD
MADD for
forthe
the inclusion
inclusion of
of youth
youth in
inits
itsactivities,
activities, particuparticularly in
larly
inthe
the areas
areas of alcohol
alcohol safety
safety and
and enforcement of
of underage
underage
drinking-and-driving laws.
drinking-and-driving
laws.
A national
national organization
organization of youth
youth called
called "Students
“Students Against
DrivingDrunk"
Drunk”developed
developedindependently.
independently. In
In the
the early
early nineties,
nineties,
Driving
entered into
into discussions
discussionsof
of the
thepossibility
possibility
the two organizations entered
(Wilkerson, 2003).
2003). This
This did not occur for
of an amalgamation
amalgamation (Wilkerson,
but clearly aa central
aa number
number of reasons,
reasons, but
central issue
issue was that the
the
SADD leadership
was uncomfortable
uncomfortable with
with strongly supporting
SADD
leadership was
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MLDA 21
the MLDA
21and
and zero-tolerance
zero-tolerance laws.
laws. SADD
SADDwent
wenton
onto
to change

name to "Students
“Students Against Destructive
Destructive Decisions,"
Decisions,” and its
its name
primarily on
focus is primarily
onpeer-to-peer
peer-to-peer education
education programs.
programs.
MADD leadership
Consequently, the MADD
leadershipstill
stillneeded
neededto
to develop
develop a
for mobilizing
mobilizing underage
with impaired
system for
underage youths concerned with
was to
to develop
develop an
an outreach
outreachprogram—
programdriving. Its approach
approach was
Youth
(YIA)—to
youths.This
Thisprogram
programestablished
established
Youth in
in Action (YIA)-to
youths.
youth groups (principally
(principally at
at the
the high-school
high-school level)
level) sponsored
sponsored by
local MADD
MADDchapters.
chapters. The
The YIA
YIAprogram
programpartners
partners young
young people
people
in the
the community to work toward “environ"environwith adult
adult leaders
leaders in
mental”
prevention strategies.
strategies. Projects focus on strengthening
strengthening
mental" prevention
enforcement of
of underage
underagedrinking
drinking laws
laws and
andpolicy
policy change.
change.YIA
YIA
have been
beentrained
trained in
in more
more than 40
40 communities
communities across
teams have
across the
young activists have
have proved
proved to
to be
beparticularly
particularly efcountry. These young
fective in drawing
fective
drawing the
the attention
attention of
of the
the press
press and
and community
community
members to
to the
the underage
underagedrinking
drinking problem. Their
members
Their partnerships
partnerships
with local
and community
with
local law
lawenforcement
enforcement agencies,
agencies, schools, and
have helped
helped to
to promote
promote local
local enforcement programs
leaders have
programs and
support key
key underage-drinking
underage-drinking legislation
legislation (Fell, 2004).
The power of young activists
activists also
also was mobilized
mobilized at
at the
the nanational level
tional
level through
through aaNational
NationalYouth
YouthSummit
Summitconducted
conducted in
in 2000.
2000.
potentially significant
signifcant effect
The summit had aa potentially
effecton
onthe
the congrescongrespassageofofthe
the.08
.08BAC
BAClimit.
limit. This
This effort
effort to recruit youth
sional passage
involvement culminated
culminated in
in the
the establishment of a youth
involvement
youth position
MADD's National
andthe
themodifimodifon MADD’s
NationalBoard
Boardinin1998
1998 and
and in 1999 and
MADD's mission
cation of MADD’s
missionstatement
statement "The
“The mission of Mothers
Against Drunk Driving
Drivingisisto
tostop
stop drunk
drunk driving
drivingand
and support
support the
the
victims of
victims
of this
this violent
violent crime"
crime”totoinclude
includethe
the words
words "and
“and prevent
prevent
underage
(Wilkerson, 2003).
2003).
underagedrinking”
drinking" (Wilkerson,

Coordinating Policy
Coordinating
Policy with
with Research
Research
A large number of policies and programs
programs can
caninfluence
infuence impaired
A
driving. Several
driving.
Several of
of these
these policies (such as
as ALS laws, .08 laws,
laws,
MLDA 21
and MLDA
21laws)
laws)have
havebeen
been evaluated, and their effectiveness
has been
documented. Other
Other measures
measures have not been evalbeen well
well documented.
uated
have been
assessed. InIn the
uated or have
been poorly
poorly assessed.
the rapidly
rapidly developing
area dealing
dealing with
with impaired driving,
technological area
driving, new
new devices
devices
and
and measures
measurestouted
toutedtotobe
beeffective
effective in
in preventing
preventing or reducing
injuries appear
appear regularly. Only
Only recently
recently has
has the Centers
injuries
Centers for
for DiseaseControl
Control and
andPrevention
Prevention(CDC)
(CDC) initiated
initiated a coordinated
coordinated effort
effort
ease
major countermeasure
countermeasure programs
programs (Shults
(Shults et al., 2001).
to assess
assess major
As with
with other
other organizations,
organizations, MADD
MADDhas
hasbeen
been repeatedly
repeatedly faced
faced
with decisions
level of
of
with
decisions about which
which programs
programs to
to support and the level
effort that
devoted to
to their
their promotion.
effort
that should be devoted
Such issues
issuesarrived
arrivedearly
early for
for the
the MADD
MADD leadership.
Such
leadership. Some
Some
victims' concern
of the policies growing out of the victims’
concern with
with strong
strong
penalties for
penalties
for drunk
drunk driving,
driving, such
such as
asjail
jail terms,
terms, were
weredifficult
diffcult
to implement and
and not
not as
as well
wellsupported
supported by
byresearch
research as
as other
other
policies, such
21. To
To meet
meet the
the need
need for
policies,
such as
as ALS
ALS and
and MLDA 21.
expert advice
advice on
on program
programpriorities,
priorities, MADD
MADD leaned
expert
leaned heavily on
NHTSA's research
the NHTSA’s
research and program staff and a few outside scientists. In 1990,
1990, MADD
MADD Public
entists.
Public Policy
PolicyCommittee
Committee Chairman,
Chairman,
Beckie Brown,
Brown, convened
convened an advisory group of
of scientists
scientists to dedefor action over the
velop recommendations
recommendations for
the next
next decade
decade titled
"20 by
“20
by 2000."
2000.” This
This group
group provided
provided aa set
set of
of priorities
prioritiesbased
based on

best research
researchavailable
availableat
atthe
thetime
time and
and provided
provided consulting
the best
services on program issues
as they
they arose
arose(Brown
(Brown et al., 2004).
services
issues as
successof
of that
that program
program led to the national board
The general
general success
board
adopting the
the principle
principle of only supporting
adopting
supporting laws and
and policies for
which there
there was scientifc
scientific evidence
evidence of
of effectiveness.
effectiveness. The rereliance
information to
to guide
guide policy
policy and
and program
program
liance on
on scientific
scientifc information
planning was further
further institutionalized
institutionalized by providing
providing two
two positions
specialists.In
In recognition
recognition of
of
on the national board for research
research specialists.
MADD's
upon scientific
scientifc reMADD’sefforts
effortsto
tocoordinate
coordinate policy
policy based
based upon
search,the
theInternational
InternationalCouncil
Councilon
onAlcohol,
Alcohol, Drugs
Drugs and
andTraffic
Traffc
search,
Safety
presented the
organization the
the prespresSafety (ICADTS)
(ICADTS) presented
the MADD
MADD organization
tigious
Widmark Institutional
Institutional Award
Award in 1995.
1995. In
In recognition
recognition
tigious Widmark
of Ms.
Ms. Brown's
Brown’s individual
individualefforts,
efforts,she
she was
was given
given the
the Haddon
Haddon
2004 by
by ICADTS
ICADTS for advocating
advocating “scientifically-based
"scientifcally-based
Award in 2004
changes in
in public
public policy
changes
policywhich
whichhave
havereduced
reducedthe
the adverse
adverse effects
of alcohol or
or other
other drugs on traffic safety."
safety.”

Increasing Membership Diversity
The founders
founders of
of the
the drunk-driving
drunk-driving activist
activist movement
movement initially
initially
The
tended to
to be
be White and, for
tended
for the
the most
most part,
part, early
early chapters
chapters were
formed by
by White
White middle-class
middle-classvictims.
victims.Because
Because aa major
major source
source
of new members
for
MADD
was
the
service
that
members
members for MADD was the service that members provided to the victims
victims of
of alcohol-related
alcohol-related traffc
trafficcrashes,
crashes, and
and bebecause this
this activity
activity had
highly sensitive
cause
had to
to be highly
sensitivetotothe
thestress
stress that the
families
of
crash
victims
were
under,
it
was
natural
that
families of crash victims were under, it was natural that members
could bond best
best with individuals
individuals most
most like
likethemselves.
themselves. ConseConsequently, MADD
MADD grew
quently,
grew into
into aa predominantly
predominantly White
White organization
organization
and experienced
experiencedsome
somedifficulty
diffculty in
in providing victim
and
victim services
services to
minorities. The MADD
MADD National
Board
recognized
this
limitaNational Board recognized this limitation
and
in
1997
established
a
diversity
task
force
with
the
objection
a diversity
force with
tive of strengthening
the
minority
membership
of
MADD.
strengthening the minority membership of MADD. This
led to the development of a permanent
permanent position on the national
office staff for a Diversity
Diversity Coordinator. In 1999, in conjunction
with the NHTSA,
NHTSA, MADD
National Diversity
Diversity Forum
with
MADDsponsored
sponsored a National
in Florida, to
of the
the nation’s
nation's major
major minority
minority
to which
which the
the leaders
leaders of
organizations were
were invited.
invited. This movement
toward diversity is
organizations
movement toward
critical to
to MADD's
MADD’scontinued
continuedgrowth,
growth,because
because research
research indicates that
that certain
certain minorities, such
Hispanics, are
are more
more incates
such as
as Hispanics,
volved in
in drinking
drinkingand
anddriving
drivingand
andalcohol-related
alcohol-relatedcrashes
crashes and
and
minority involvement
minority
involvement in
inthis
this problem
problem will
willgrow
growas
asthey
theybecome
become
larger part
part of
of the
the driving
driving population
a larger
population(Voas
(Voas et al., 1998, 2000b).
of the
the 15,346
15,346new
newvictims
victimsserved
servedbybyMADD—where
MADD-where
In 2004,
2004, of
the ethnicity
ethnicity of
of the
the victim
victim was
wasknown—15%
known-15% were
the
were Black,
Black, 13%
13%
Hispanic, and
and 69%
69%were
wereWhite
White(MADD,
(MADD, personal
were Hispanic,
personal commuMADD National
nication from the MADD
National Offce,
Office,Irving,
Irving,Texas,
Texas, 2005).
2005).
At
national president is an
At the present
present time,
time, the
theMADD
MADD national
anAfricanAfricanAmerican male.
male.

Influencing
InfluencingState
State Programs
Funds for state traffic-safety
traffic-safety programs
programs are
are managed through the
state offices
offices of
of highway safety and are
are under
under the
the control
control of the
state

Governor's Highway
Governor’s
Highway Safety
Safety Representative.
Representative. In the early
early days
days
of the
the Highway
Highway Safety
Safety Act,
Act, NHTSA
NHTSAregional
regionaladministrators
administrators
exercised
over state
state expenditures
expenditures under
exercised considerable
considerable influence
infuence over
their authority to
to review
reviewand
and approve
approve the
the annual
annual safety
safety plans
plans
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submitted by the
the state directors. Over time,
time, resistance
resistance by
by some
some
state officials
officials to submitting
submitting the
for review
state
the plans for
review and
and approval rethe abolishment
abolishment of
of that
thatrequirement
requirementin
infavor
favorof
ofrequiring
requiring
sulted in the
state to
to go
go through
through aaprescribed
prescribed planning
planning process
process without
without the
the state
detailed approval process.
process. This
This resulted
resulted in
in less
lessfederal
federalinfluence
infuence
safety programs.
programs. NHTSA
NHTSA might
on state
state safety
mighthave
have strengthened
strengthened its
influence by establishing some national
national performance
performance criteria
criteria for
for
rating
apparently determined
determined that
rating state
state programs, but the agency apparently
notpractical
practical given
giventhe
thepolitical
political sensitivities
sensitivities surrounding
surrounding
this was not
the distribution of
of highway
highway safety
safety funds.
funds.
The MADD
MADDleadership
leadershipbecame
became concerned
concerned that, as a result
of the weakening of federal influence
over state highway-safety
infuence over
expenditures, support
support for alcohol-related
expenditures,
alcohol-related countermeasure
countermeasure prowas decreasing.
decreasing.Consequently,
Consequently,MADD
MADD began to provide
grams was
regular appraisals of the adequacy
of state
state highway-safety
highway-safety proadequacy of
grams. This involved considerable
considerable political
politicalrisk,
risk,as
aslow
lowassessassessments were
were likely
likely to antagonize
stateofficials
offcials and the failure to
ments
antagonize state
critical risked a lack
lack of
of credibility.
credibility. The availability
availability of
be critical
ofthe
the core
and highway-safety
highway-safety specialists brought togroup of
of researchers
researchers and
by Brown to develop the
the “20
"20 by 2000”
2000" plan provided
gether by
provided the
basis for designing a comprehensive
survey of state
basis
comprehensive survey
state impaireddriving countermeasure
driving
countermeasure programs. The survey
survey was
was conducted
conducted
stateMADD
MADD chairman or public-policy
public-policy specialist
by the state
specialist by conoffcials and
tacting state
state officials
and gathering
gathering information
information on
on state
state laws,
laws,
programs, and traffic statistics.
MADD launched
In 1991, MADD
launched its
its "Rating
“Ratingthe
the States"
States” (RTS) program, which became
continuing series
series of
of reports
reports (MADD,
(MADD,
gram,
became aa continuing
1991-2005) that
in nine impaired1991–2005)
that provided
provided aa letter-grade score
score in
driving program
DUI laws, DUI
DUI enforcement,
DUI sancdriving
program areas:
areas: DUI
enforcement, DUI
sanctions, underage-drinking
programs, victims’
victims' issues,
tions,
underage-drinking programs,
issues, political
state traffic-records
traffc-records systems,
leadership, state
systems, regulation and control
and alcohol-related
alcohol-related fatality
fatality trends.
of alcohol
alcohol sales,
sales, and
trends. Each report
was released
released at
at aa national
national news conference that garnered extencoverage by the news media. Individual
sive coverage
Individualstate
statepress
press events
events
state officials
officials were outraged
also were held. As expected, some state
low grades.
when their
their state
state programs received low
grades. Nonetheless, in
several states,
states,the
thenews
newscoverage
coveragestimulated
stimulated action
action by
by the govseveral
ernor or the
the state
state legislature to adopt
adopt much
much needed
needed legislation
(Russell et al., 1995).
Much of the
the information
information that
that went
went into
into the
the RTS
RTS program
program
was qualitative,
qualitative, thus
thus making
making itit less
was
less usable
usable for program
program evalevaluation. Despite
Despite this
this limitation, Shults et al. (2002) found that
uation.
with
the RTS grades
grades that the
the states
states received
received were associated
associated with
self-reported impaired driving
driving ininthose
thosestates.
states. This
This association
association
MADD state
measureof
ofalcohol-impaired
alcohol-impaired
between MADD
stategrades
grades and aa measure
driving was
multiple logistic
driving
was calculated using multiple
logisticregression
regression analyseson
onthe
theBehavioral
Behavioral Risk
Risk Factor
Factor Surveillance
Surveillance System (BRFSS)
ses
data from
from each
eachstate.
state.Those
Thoseliving
livingin
instates
stateswith
withaaMADD
MADD
survey data
grade of
of “D”
"D" were 60% more
more likely
likely to report driving
driving after drinkdrinkgrade
ing too
living in
an “A”
"A"
too much
much than
than those
those living
instates
states that
that received
received an
grade from
from MADD.
grade
MADD. The
The association
association was
was for both
both men
men and
and
women.
These findings suggest
suggest that
women. These
that stronger
stronger state-level
state-level DUI
DUI
laws, enforcement,
associatedwith
with reductions
enforcement, and programs are associated
in alcohol-impaired driving
driving (Elder
(Elder et
et al.,
al., 2002).
2002).
These policy
policy adaptations
ongoing federal
adaptations to
to the ongoing
federal and
and state program activities appear
to
have
helped
MADD
broaden
appear have helped MADD broaden its
its base
base

victims' orgawhile still
still maintaining
maintaining its
its identity
identityas
as the premier victims’
orgawith impaired driving.
driving. Had
nization concerned
concerned with
Had the organization
able to
to incorporate
incorporate the
the broader
broader objectives
objectives growing
growing out
not been
been able
public-health research,
difof traffic
traffic safety
safety and public-health
research, it would
would have
have had dificulty
obtaining
the
support
of
government
agencies
and
other
ficulty
obtaining
the
support
of
government
agencies
and
f
related safety organizations.

EVIDENCE FOR THE EFFECTIVENESS OF MADD
EVIDENCE
Press
reports and
and statements
statementsby
by governmental
governmental officials and
Press reports
and
safety activists provide a vast
vast amount
amount of
of qualitative
qualitative evidence for
for

MADD’seffect
effecton
on the
the impaired-driving
impaired-driving problem
problem in
in the
the United
MADD's
States (Gladwell,
(Gladwell, 2001). However, crashes
areaafunction
function of a
States
crashes are
complex set
the evaluation
evaluation of
of any interset of factors that makes
makes the
vention
difficult.Attempting
Attemptingtotoassess
assess the effect of the
the
vention effort diffcult.
wide variety
variety of
ofprograms
programs and
and policies
policies sponsored
sponsored or promoted
promoted
by MADD
MADD over
over 25
25 years
years using
using objective
objective data
dataisisclearly
clearlydiffidiffcult to accomplish with any precision. This is particularly true
as many
many organizations
organizations(NHTSA,
(NHTSA, NSC, RID,
RID, state
and local
local ofas
state and
icials,
and
individual
industries)
are
working
toward
the
same
fficials, and individual industries) are working toward thesame
goals, so
so teasing
teasing out
out the
the relative
relative contribution
contribution of
of each
each organization is
tion
is clearly
clearlynot
notpossible.
possible.Perhaps
Perhapsthe
thebest
best analysis
analysiscan
can be
be made
general model for
by considering the factors that enter into the general
predicting
predictingcrash
crash involvement.
involvement.There
Thereisisgeneral
generalacceptance
acceptance of the
relationship
between
laws,
their
enforcement,
and
public educaeducarelationship between laws, their enforcement, and public
tion on driver
driver perceptions of the risk of being caught for
for DUI
DUI and
tion
and
punished which
which affect public attitudes toward impaired driving.
These
These perceptions
perceptions and
and attitudes
attitudes are,
are, in
in turn, related to crash involvements. Thus, the causal
causal model
model (Figure
(Figure 5) may be useful in
analyzing the potential effect of MADD's
MADD’sprograms
programson
oncrashes.
crashes.

Legislation
MADD
MADDplayed
played aa major
major role
role in
in the
the strong
strong growth of
of impairedimpairedMerki and
driving legislation
legislation shown in Figure 2. Merki
and Lingg
Lingg (1987)
(1987)
concluded that MADD
MADD had
hadbeen
been aa major
major force
force behind
behind the
the adoption by
and communities
communities of
of eight effective impairedby the
the states
states and
driving
strategies.
Perhaps
the
six
most
important pieces
driving strategies. Perhaps the six most important
pieces of alcohol safety legislation in
in state
state legislatures
legislatures in the
the last
last quarter
quarter
century were
were (1)
(1) MLDA
MLDA 21
century
21 laws,
laws, (2)
(2) zero
zero tolerance
tolerance for youth
laws, (3)
(3).08
.08 BAC
BAC limit
limitlaws,
laws,(4)
(4)ALS
ALSlaws,
laws,(5)
(5)illegal
illegalper
perse
se laws,
and
(6)
increased
sanctions
for
repeat
DUI
offenders.
MADD
and
increased sanctions for repeat DUI offenders. MADD
played a central role at both the
national
and
the
state
levels
in
the national and the
obtaining the passage
of
the
frst
three
laws,
as
was
indicated
passage of the first three laws, as was indicated
by the MADD
MADDpresident
president being
being invited
invited to
to speak
speak at the formal
signing of each
of the
the bills. MLDA
each of
MLDA21,
21,zero-tolerance,
zero-tolerance, and
and .08
laws
were
the
only
pieces
of
safety
legislation
for
which
the
laws were the
pieces of safety legislation
the
Congress
authorized
the
withholding
of
highway
safety
funds
Congress authorized the withholding
safety funds
from states
states that
enact the
role
that did
did not enact
the legislation.
legislation. MADD’s
MADD's role
in the
the other
other three
three legislative
legislative areas
areas also
also was
was substantial.
substantial. The
The
movement of the states
to illegal per
movement
states to
per se
se laws was
was already underway before
before MADD
MADD was
derway
was founded,
founded, but MADD
MADDsupport
support hashasadoption of the legislation
legislation during
tened the adoption
duringthe
the1980s
1980s and
and 1990s.
Legislation

Enforcement?-NPublicity

Deterrence

Impaired
Driving

?-NCrashes

of major
majorelements
elements in
in law
lawenforcement
enforcement programs
programs to reduce
reduce
Figure 55 Model of
alcohol-related crashes.
alcohol-related
crashes.
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MADD
MADDplayed
played aa direct
direct role in
in the
the drafting of the
the TEA-21 leglegthat strengthened
strengthened the
islation that
the sanctions
sanctionsfor
for repeat
repeat DUI
DUI offenders. MADD’s
MADD's role
ers.
role in
in the
the adoption
adoption of ALS
ALS laws
laws was
was previously
discussed.

Enforcement
At the community
community level,
At
level, MADD
MADDchapters
chaptershave
have supported policeenforcement activities
activities by demanding
strong DUI
DUI enforcement
enforcement
demanding strong
enforcement
and acknowledging
acknowledging police efforts
and
efforts through
through annual
annual awards
awards to the
most DUI
DUI arrests.
officers who make the most
arrests. At both
both the
the local
local and
and
MADD has
checkpoints. At
At
national levels, MADD
has supported
supported sobriety checkpoints.
the national level they
they have
have supported
supported special
incentive
fundspecial
ing for
410 of the Highway Safety
for checkpoints
checkpoints under Section
Section 410
Safety
an amicus
amicus curiae
curiae brief
brief in
in support
support of
Act. They
They also
also submitted an
checkpoints when the U.S. Supreme
Supreme Court reviewed
reviewed the
the issue
issue
in the
FBI crime-record data
the Sitz case.
case. FBI
data (Figure 6) indicate that
DUI
to rise
rise in
in 1978,
1978, before
before the
theadvent
adventof
ofMADD,
MADD,
DUI arrests
arrests began
began to
indicating
NHTSA to
indicating that the effort of the NHTSA
to provide new tools for
police and to
to finance
fnance DUI
DUI enforcement
the police
enforcement programs
programs through
through the
Highway Safety Act was
pay off. However,
DUI
was beginning
beginning to pay
However, DUI
arrests
arrests reached
reached their
their peak
peak between
between 1982 and 1992, the years in
politically active,
which MADD
MADD was
was most
most visible and politically
active, so
so it is
probable
that MADD
MADD was
probable that
was important in sustaining
sustaining this rise in
enforcement activity.
and Voas
Was (Ross,
1982; Ross
Ross &
& Was,
Although Ross
Ross and
(Ross, 1982;
Voas, 1990)
1990)
noted that
that the
the probability of
noted
of apprehension
apprehension is the most important factor in
in producing
producing deterrence,
deterrence, the severity of
of the
the sanction
and the
the speed
speedwith
with which
which it follows
and
follows the
the arrest
arrest also
also are important factors
deterrence. At
factors in deterrence.
At the
the beginning
beginning of
of the
the 1980s,
1980s, DUI
DUI
offenders were
relatively light
lightsentences.
sentences. The
were frequently given relatively
driver involved
involved in
in the
the death
death of Candy Lightner's
Lightner’sdaughter
daughter was
was a
three-time offender. Thus, from the beginning of
of the movement
was active
active concern
concern with
with court-sentencing practices. Conthere was
MADD developed
court-monitoring process
sequently, MADD
developed an active court-monitoring
process
that Compton (1988) credited
credited as
as having a positive effect on the
adjudication of
of DUI
DUI offenders.
Additionally, MADD
MADD actively
adjudication
offenders. Additionally,
actively
state level
level to
to pass
passALS
ALS laws, which
which have
supported efforts at the state
have
shown to
to be
beassociated
associatedwith
withcrash-injury
crash-injury reductions
reductions (Zador
(Zador
been shown
Was et al., 2000a)
such legislation
legislation high
et al., 1988; Voas
2000a) and gave
gave such
priority
priority in
inits
itsRTS
RTS program.
program.

Publicity
Figure 11 clearly shows
shows a major
major increase
increase in
in media
media coverage
coverage
of the
the drunk-driving
drunk-driving issue
issue beginning
beginning in
in 1980.
1980. Most
Mostobservers
observers
(McCarthy et al.,
1987) have
have given
given credit
credit to
to victim activist
(McCarthy
al., 1987)
activist
groups, particularly
particularly MADD,
groups,
MADD,for
forthis
thissudden
suddenincrease
increase in
in press
press
coverage. As
As noted,
noted, MADD
MADD has
coverage.
has maintained a public-relations
rapidly to print
capability to respond
respond rapidly
print and
and electronic media inquiries through statements
statements and
its president.
president.
and interviews
interviews with its
Although media
Although
media coverage
coverage has
has declined since
since the early
early 1980s,
1980s,
MADD
MADD still
stillhas
haskept
keptthe
the issue
issue before
before the public, particularly
in connection with
with holiday
highly publicized
holiday periods
periods and highly
publicized crash
crash
events and
andby
by responding
respondingto
to attacks
attackson
onMADD
MADD supported
events
supported programs by
by some
some of
of their
their critics.
grams
Deterrence
Surveys shortly
shortly after
afterMADD’s
MADD's founding
Surveys
foundingindicated
indicated aa reduction in
reported
drinking and
reported drinking
and driving. The Harris polling
polling organization
organization
reported that its annual national
national survey
survey of
of U.S.
U.S. adults
adults showed
showed an
increase in
in respondents who
who said they
they never
never drink
drink or never drove
after drinking
drinking from
68%
in
1983
to
74%
in
1986
(Howland, 1988,
from 68% in 1983 to
(Howland,
p. 169). The CDC also reported reductions in reported impaired
driving in
in its
itsstate
state behavioral
behavioral risk
risksurveys.
surveys. The
The percentage
percentage of
respondents
whoreported
reported“driving
"driving after
after drinking
drinking too much"
respondents who
much”
decreasedfrom
from5.5%
5.5%in
in 1984
1984 to
to 4.5
4.5 % in
decreased
in 1986/1987
1986/1987 (CDC,
(CDC,
1986a, 1986b, 1987).
1986a,
More
have shown
shown aa continuing
continuing public
public awareMore recent
recent surveys have
awareness
Unfortunately, there
there
ness of
of the
the drinking-and-driving
drinking-and-driving problem. Unfortunately,
have been
beenno
nocompletely
completely comparable
comparabledrinking-and-driving
drinking-and-driving surhave
veys that
that cover
cover the
the period
period from
from 1980 to the present.
NHTSA
veys
present. NHTSA
has
national surveys
surveys since
since 1990.
1990. These
These surhas conducted
conducted biannual national
veys
little change
change during
during the
the 1990s
1990s in
inthe
thepercentage
percentage
veys indicate little
residentswho
whoreport
reportdriving
driving within
within two hours
of drinkof U.S. residents
hours of
ing in
in the
the past
past year
year (Royal,
(Royal, 2000),
2000), despite
despite the
the change
change in trend
in alcohol-related
crashes(Figure
(Figure7).
7).The
Therole
roleof
ofMADD
MADD
alcohol-related fatal crashes
in producing
producing deterrence
to
drinking
and
driving
is
difficult
deterrence to drinking and driving is diffcult to
determine. However, two national Gallup
Gallup surveys
surveys conducted in
1990s
indicated
that
71%
the
public
the
early
1990s
indicated
that
71%
of
the
public recognized
recognized
the
MADD’s
name
unaided
and,
when
the
term
MADD
was recrecMADD's name unaided and, when the term MADD was
perceived that
that itit was
was effective
effective in
in reducing drunk
ognized, 95% perceived
driving (Gallup,
driving
(Gallup,1993,
1993,2000,
2000,2005).
2005).This
Thissuggests
suggests that,
that, at
at least
least
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Figure 6 Estimated DWI
DWI arrests
arrests in
in the
the United
United States
States (1978 to 2003).
Figure

Source FARS and NIAAA

Figure 7 Percentage
drinking drivers
drivers and
and
Percentageofofreduction
reductioninin fatally
fatally injured drinking
Figure
pedestrians
andper
per capita
capita alcohol
alcohol consumption
consumption in
in the U.S. from
pedestrians and
from 1982
1982 basebaseline year.
line
year.
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Percentageof
of weekend
weekendnighttime
nighttimedrivers
drivers with
with positive
positive BACs on
Figure 8 Percentage
Figure
U.S.
U.S. roads.
roads.

by the second
second decade
decadeafter
afterits
itsfounding,
founding,MADD
MADD was
was having an
impact on the
the public’s
public's view of impaired driving.

Impaired Driving
National surveys
surveys of weekend
weekend nighttime drivers
drivers on
on U.S.
U.S. roads
roads
were conducted
conducted in
each of the
the last
last three
three decades
decades of
in each
of the 20th
century. The results
these surveys
results of these
surveys (Figure
(Figure 8)
8) provide strong
evidence of
of aa substantial
substantialreduction
reductionin
in impaired
impaired driving
driving in the
evidence
the
United States
between 1973
1973 and
and 1996
1996 (Voas
(Was et al., 1998). The
States between
point at which the downward trend
trend from
from 36.1% of drivers with
positive BACs in
in 1973
1973 to
to the
the 25.9%
25.9% in
in1986
1986cannot
cannot be
be deterdetermined, so
thischange
change isis unclear,
unclear, though
though
so the
the role
role of
of MADD
MADD ininthis
itit is
trends in
in publicity
publicity and DUI
DUI laws,
is likely
likelybased
based on the trends
laws, much
of which
which occurred
occurred after
after 1980.
1980. The
The reduction
reductionbetween
between 1986
1986 and
and
1996 clearly
clearly occurred
occurredduring
during the
theperiod
periodin
in which
which MADD
MADD had
1996
had
established itself
itself as the
the leading
leading advocate
advocateorganization
organization with
with chapters throughout the country. The decade
from 1986 to 1996 cordecade from
responds
to aa period
period after
after which
which much of the early surge in legresponds to
islation peaked
peaked (see Figure 2) and
and was in
in place
place in
in many
manystates,
states,
islation
presumably having an
an effect
effect on
on impaired
impaired driving.
driving.
Alcohol-related
Alcohol-related Crashes
Crashes
study (McCarthy
(McCarthy &
& Ziliak,
One study
Ziliak,1990)
1990)that
thathas
has attempted
attempted to directly
the MADD
MADD contribution
rectly measure
measure the
contributiontotocrash
crash reduction
reduction was
was
limited to
to the
the state
state of California
California during
during the
the years
years from 1982
1982
crash files
fles and the number
to 1985. Using data
data from state
state crash
number of
MADD
that the
the incidence
incidence of
MADDchapters,
chapters, the
the authors
authors concluded
concluded that
DUI
in aa locality
locality increases
increasesthe
theprobability
probability that
thataaMADD
MADD
DUIcrashes
crashes in
will be
chapter will
be established
established in the
the community
community and
and that
that the
the prespresence
chapter signifcantly
significantlyreduces
reduces the number
number of
ence of
of aa MADD
MADD chapter
DUI injury
injurycrashes.
crashes. McCarthy
McCarthy and
also confrmed
confirmed the
the
DUI
and Ziliak also
higher level of enforcement activity
activity reduced
expectation that aa higher
reduced
alcohol-related injury
injurycrashes.
crashes.

A more
more qualitative
qualitative estimate
on
estimateofof the
the impact
impactof
of MADD
MADD on
crashes can
canbe
bededuced
deducedfrom
from the
the trend
trend in
in alcohol-related fatal
crashes
crashes.The
The FARS
FARS isis aa census
of all fatal
crashes.
census of
fatal crashes
crashes on U.S.
U.S.
roadways since
1975, but
but the current
since 1975,
current system
system for estimating
estimating
alcohol-related fatalities was not initiated until
until1982.
1982. Based
Based on
NHTSA imputation
the NHTSA
imputationsystem
system (Subramanian,
(Subramanian, 2002), alcohol-

Figure 9 Total U.S. highway fatalities
fatalities 1975
1975 to
to 1985.
1985.
Figure

related
declined from 26,173
related traffic fatalities have
have declined
26,173 in 1982 to
16,694 in 2004,
16,694
2004, aa 36%
36% decrease,
decrease, whereas non-alcohol-related
traffic fatalities
from 17,772 in
traffic
fatalitieshave
have gradually
gradually increased
increased from
in 1982 to
Similar percentages for 1975 to
25,942 in 2004,
2004, a 46% increase. Similar
are not
not available,
available, but as
as shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 9, the total
total annual
1982 are
number of traffic
number
traffic fatalities
fatalities during
during that
that period
period increased
increased during
the last half of
of the
the 1970s, peaked in 1979 and 1980, but declined
in 1981
1982. Thus,
Thus, there
thereisisno
noindication
indicationof
of aa significant
signifcant
1981 and 1982.
fatalities before 1981. Beginning in
reduction in alcohol-related fatalities
1982, the
the percentage
percentageofofall
allfatally
fatally injured
injured drivers
drivers and
and all
all fatally
fatally
1982,
injured pedestrians
who had
had had
had been
beendrinking
drinking (with
(with positive
pedestrians who
then leveled
leveled off
off
BACs) declined from 1982
1982 through 1995 and then
for the
the next
next decade
decade (Figure 7). The reduction
reduction in
inthe
the percentage
percentage
for
of fatally
fatally injured
injured drivers
drivers who
who were
were drinking
drinking was
was substantially
substantially
that experienced
experiencedfor
for fatally
fatally injured
greater than that
injured pedestrians.
pedestrians. The
percentage
reductionin
in fatally
fatally injured drivers with alcohol
percentage reduction
alcohol also
also
greater than
than the
the percentage
percentagereduction
reduction in
in per capita alcohol
was greater
the change
change in
in national
national alcohol
consumption. This
This suggests
suggests that the
consumption that might
consumption
might have
have produced much of the reduction in
fatally
fatallyinjured
injureddrinking
drinkingpedestrians
pedestriansdid
didnot
notaccount
account for
for the
the larger
reduction in
MADD targeted
in impaired
impaired driver
driverdeaths.
deaths. Because
Because MADD
targeted
drivers,
pedestrians or
general, this difference
difference
drivers, not pedestrians
or drinking
drinking in general,
supports the
the hypothesis
hypothesisthat
thatitit had
had an
aneffect
effect on
on drinking-driver
drinking-driver
supports
deaths and
and injuries
injuries beyond
beyond that
that which
which might be
deaths
be accounted
accounted for
observed reduction
reduction in alcohol consumption.
by the observed
reduction in
in alcohol-related
alcohol-related fatalities
fatalities following
following the
The reduction
the emerof victim-activist
victim-activist groups
gence of
groupssupports
supports the
the hypothesis that they
had an
an important
important affect on highway safety
had
safety in
in the
the 1980s.
1980s. The
The
continuation of
continuation
of substantial
substantial reductions
reductions into
into the
the early
early 1990s
1990s when
MADD
theprimary
primary victim-activist
victim-activist organization
MADDemerged
emerged as
as the
organization sugthat itit had
had the
theprimary
primary influence on the observed reduction.
reduction.
gests that
It is
It
is estimated
estimated that
that more
more than
than 300,000
300,000lives
liveshave
havebeen
been saved
saved due
to the reduction
reduction of alcohol
alcohol involvement
involvement in fatal
fatal crashes
crashes from
60% in 1982 to 39% in 2004 (Table I).
However, to accept
accept the
thehypothesis
hypothesisthat
thatMADD
MADD was
was partially
partially
responsible for
for the
the observed
observed reductions requires
requires a comparison
set of
of data
data not
not influenced
influenced by
by aavictim-activist
victim-activist organization. Beset
cause alcohol-related
alcohol-related fatalities
fatalities in other industrialized countries
cause
countries
also
reduced during
1980s (Sweedler
(Sweedler et al., 2004),
2004),
also were
were reduced
during the 1980s
the interpretation
interpretation of
of the
the relationship
relationship of
of MADD
MADD to
the
to the
the reducreduction in
in alcohol-related
alcohol-related fatalities
fatalities in
in the
the United
UnitedStates
States must
must be
be
guarded.
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dueto
tothe
thereduction
reductionof
ofalcohol
alcohol involvement
involvement in
in fatal
fatal traffic
traffc crashes
Table II Lives saved
saved due
crashes from 1982-2004,
1982–2004, source:
source: Fell (1995)
Estimated Total

Alcohol-Related
Fatalities

Non-AlcoholRelated Fatalities

Fatalities
Fatalities ifif
Alcohol-Related
had Remained at
1980 Level
1980

Year

Total
Traffic
Fatalities

%
%

Number

%

Number

1982
1982
1983
1983
1984
1984
1985
1985
1986
1986
1987
1987
1988
1988
1989
1989
1990
1990
1991
1991
1992
1992
1993
1993
1994
1994
1995
1995
1996
1996
1997
1997
1998
1998
1999
1999
2000
2001
2001
2002
2003
2004

43,945
42,589
44,257
43,825
46,087
46,390
47,087
45,582
44,599
41,508
39,250
40,150
40,716
41,817
42,065
42,013
41,501
41,501
41,717
41,945
42,196
43,005
42,884
42,636

60%
58%
56%
53%
54%
52%
51%
49%
51%
49%
47%
45%
43%
42%
42%
40%
40%
40%
41%
41%
41%
40%
39%

26,173
24,635
24,762
23,167
25,017
24,094
23,833
22,424
22,587
20,159
18,290
18,290
17,908
17,908
17,308
17,308
17,732
17,732
17,749
17,749

40%
42%
44%
47%
46%
48%
49%
51%
49%
51%
53%
55%
57%
58%
58%
60%
60%
60%
59%
59%
59%
60%
61%

17,772
43,945
17,772
17,954
44,395
17,954
19,495
48,205
19,495
51,081
20,658
51,081
21,070
52,100
22,296
55,132
23,254
57,500
23,158
57,263
22,012
54,429
21,349
52,790
20,960
51,828
22,242
54,998
57,881
23,408
57,881
24,085
59,555
60,126
24,316
25,302
62,564
61,392
24,828
25,145
62,176
24,565
60,742
24,796
61,313
25,481
63,007
25,481
25,779
63,744
25,942
64,147
TOTAL LIVES SAVED

16,711
16,711
16,673
16,673
16,572
16,572
17,380
17,380
17,400
17,400
17,524
17,524
17,105
17,105
16,694
16,694

Lives
Lives Saved
Saved due

to Reduction in
Alcohol in
Alcohol
in Fatal
Fatal
Crashes

-—1,806
1,806
3,948
7,256
6,013
8,742
10,413
10,413
11,681
11,681
9,830
11,282
11,282
12,578
12,578
14,848
14,848
17,165
17,165
17,738
17,738
18,061
18,061
20,551
20,551
19,891
19,891
20,459
18,797
18,797
18,881
18,881
20,002
20,860
21,511
21,511
312,549

If the
1980-1982, lives
calculated by
by converting
converting the 40% non-alcohol-related
non-alcohol-related
If
the proportion
proportionof
ofalcohol-related
alcohol-relatedfatalities
fatalitieshad
hadstayed
stayedthe
thesame
same as
as 1980–1982,
livessaved
saved per year could be calculated
to decimal .4044147 and
and dividing
dividing the non-alcohol-related fatalities each
year by
by this
this decimal.
decimal. As
As in
in 1983,
1983, non-alcohol-related
non-alcohol-related fatalities
fatalities were
were 17,954.
17,954. IfIf divided by
each year
estimated total
total fatalities ifif the
the decimal .4044147, the estimated
the proportion
proportionhad
hadremained
remained the
the same
same would
would be
be 44,395.
44,395. Taking
Taking the
the 44,395
44,395 and
and deducting
deducting the
the actual
actual 1983
1983
fatalities of
year. Alcohol-related
Alcohol-related fatalities
fatalities from 1982-2004
of 42,589
42,589 would
would result
result in
in aa fgure
figureofof1,806
1,806lives
livessaved.
saved. This
Thissame
same formula
formula would
would be
be used
used for each
each year.
1982–2004 are
are
from
from the
the new FARS Imputation Method.

The relationship of MADD
MADDactivities
activitiestotonews
newscoverage,
coverage, state
state
DUI
DUI legislation,
legislation,the
the reductions
reductions in
in impaired
impaireddrivers
driverson
on the
the road,
road,
the alcohol-related
alcohol-related fatalities
fatalities described herein have generally
generally
and the
persuaded
researchersthat
thatMADD
MADD should
persuaded researchers
should receive
receive substantial
substantial
highway injuries in
credit for the
the reductions
reductions in alcohol-related
alcohol-related highway
States.Aside
Aside from
from the
the McCarthy
McCarthy and
and Ziliak
Ziliak (1990)
the United States.
(1990)
study that found
found aa measurable
measurable relationship between
between the
the prespresence of
of aa MADD
MADD chapter
ence
chapter and
and a reduction
reduction in DUI-related injury
Merki and
that MADD
MADD
jury crashes,
crashes, Merki
and Lingg (1987) concluded
concluded that
has been
been aamajor
major force
force behind whether states and
and communities
has
eight effective
effective impaired-driving
impaired-driving strategies.
Marshall and
adopted eight
strategies. Marshall
Oleson (1996)
(1996) described
describedthe
thebeneficial
benefcialeffects
effectsofofMADD’s
MADD's vicOleson
tim services, and
and McCarthy
McCarthy and Wolfson (1996) concluded that
tim
an affiliation with
an
with MADD
MADDappears
appearstotoenergize
energize local
local leaders
leaders in
preliminary
countering drunk driving. Compton (1988) found aa preliminary
effect of the adjudication
of DWI offenders
due to
to MADD’s
MADD's
effect
adjudication of
offenders due
court-monitoring program.
court-monitoring
program.
Although the
MADD have
Although
the focus of
of most evaluations of MADD
have been
been
on the extent
extent of
of its
its impact
impact on alcohol-related
alcohol-related crashes,
ironically,
crashes, ironically,
its most
on the
the public’s
public's atmost important
important impact
impact may
may have
have been
been on
attitude about
about drinking
drinking itself. MADD
titude
MADD played
played an
an important
important role
role
the passage
passage ofof the
law. O'Malley
O’Malley and
and
in the
the national
nationalMLDA
MLDA 21
21 law.
Wagenaar
(1991) demonstrated that youths growing
growing up
Wagenaar (1991)
up in
in states
states

with such
did youths
with
such laws
laws drank
drankless
less once they came of age than did
from
the drinking
drinking age was
was lower
lower than 21. By makfrom states
states where the

ing impaired-driving
MADD created
impaired-driving socially
socially unacceptable
unacceptable MADD
created aa
standard for
for consumption
consumption and
and aa credible
credible basis
standard
basis for those
those who
choose not
not to
to drink
drink to provide
provide the socially
choose
sociallycondoned
condoned excuse
excuse that
"I am driving.”
driving" Although
“I
Althoughpublicizing
publicizingthe
the impaired-driving
impaired-driving probnot resulted
resulted in
in drivers
drivers avoiding drinking,
drinking, itithas
lem has
has not
has placed
placed
pressure
on those
thosethat
thatmight
might otherwise
otherwise consume
consume more
more heavily.
heavily. It
It
pressure on
is possible that
that the
the campaign
campaignagainst
againstdrinking
drinking and
anddriving,
driving, with
with
enforcement and
offenders, has
greater enforcement
and more
more severe sanctions for offenders,
has
animpact
impacton
onalcohol
alcoholconsumption.
consumption. Data
Data from
from youths
youths leaving
leaving
had an
heavy-drinking locations
heavy-drinking
locations(Lange
(Langeetetal.,
al.,2006)
2006)have
have demonstrated
patrons who
who are
are drivers have
have lower
that, relative to
to passengers,
passengers, patrons
BACs.
A potentially
A
potentiallyunintended
unintendednegative
negativeconsequence
consequenceofofthe
thesuccess
success
of the
the anti-drunk-driving
anti-drunk-driving campaign,
campaign, compared
compared to other public
efforts, is that, although the public
public recognizes
health educational efforts,
the driving risks involved in
in heavy
heavy drinking,
drinking, they
they have
have failed to
appreciate other
other alcohol-related
alcohol-related health
health risks,
risks, such
such as
asnontraffic
nontraffc
appreciate
injuries, violence,
violence, and
and risky
risky sexual
sexual behavior.
behavior. This
This is
is manifested
injuries,
in parents who
who preside
preside at teen beer parties under the impression
in
impression
that as long as they confiscate the car keys and keep the youths
from
from driving,
driving,the
theyoung
youngpeople
people are
are safe
safe (e.g., Balko, 2005).
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LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
MADD's
MADD’s 25th
25thanniversary
anniversary came
came approximately
approximately 40
40 years
years
after
federal efforts
of alcohol
alcohol
after the
the initiation
initiation of
of federal
efforts in
in the
the field
feld of
safety with
with the establishment
establishmentof
of the
theNHTSA.
NHTSA. During that time
safety
by at least
least 35%. That
alcohol-related fatalities
fatalities have
have decreased
decreased by
is aa substantial
but the
the failure over the
substantial success,
success, but
the last
last decade
decade to
substantial progress
progressisisdisappointing.
disappointing. Given
Given the
the relatively
relatively
make substantial
criminal-justice framework
strong criminal-justice
frameworkconstructed
constructed over
over the last four
decades,aacritical
critical question
questionfor
for the
the future
future is “What
"What remains
decades,
remains to
be done?”
done?" In
In the1980s
thel980s when MADD
MADD was
be
was founded,
founded, the
the alcohol
safety infrastructure
infrastructure at
at the state
safety
state level was
was incomplete.
incomplete. Many
states lacked
lacked the
thebasic
basicfoundations
foundations of
of an
an alcohol-safety
alcohol-safety legislastates
system, including
including illegal per se
se laws,
laws,ALS,
ALS, MLDA
MLDA 21
tive system,
21 laws,
zero-tolerance laws. Most states
had established
established relatively
relatively
and zero-tolerance
states had
high BAC limits
limits for
fordriving
drivingatat.10
.10oror.15,
.15,and
and the
the sanctions
sanctions for
DUI
DUIoffenders
offenderswere
were low
lowor
or compromised
compromisedby
byplea
plea bargaining
bargaining and
and
unregulated diversion programs. Currently,
unregulated
Currently, all
allstates
states have
have age
age
21 MLDA,
MLDA,zero
zerotolerance,
tolerance,and
and.08
.08laws,
laws,and
andmost
moststates
states have
have
elementsof
of aacomprehensive
comprehensivealcohol
alcoholtraffic
traffc safety legal
the other elements
A key problem
problem currently is the lack of effective enforcesystem. A
ment of these
these laws. ItIt has
has proved to be easier for organizations
asMADD
MADD to
laws than
than to
to motivate
motivate
such as
toencourage
encouragestates
states to pass
pass laws
state and
and local
local governments to provide the resources to support
state
their enforcement.

Impaired-Driving Goal
MADD
MADDhas
hasresponded
respondedtotothe
thelack
lackofofprogress
progressover
overthe
thelast
last decade
decade
of drunk
drunk drivers in
by setting a goal to
to reduce
reduce the percentage
percentage of
fatal crashes
by 25% over the
crashes by
the next
next three
three years
years (2006-2008).
(2006–2008).
detailed data
data when
whenMADD
MADD
In 2003
2003 (the last year of available detailed
this goal)
goal) 42,509
42,509 people
peoplewere
werekilled
killed in traffic
traffc crashes
established this
crashes
in the United States.
States. Drivers
in
Drivers who
who were
were legally
legally drunk (i.e., BACs
the limit
limit in
of .08 or greater,
greater, the
in every
every state) were involved in 31%
crashes,resulting
resultingin
in 13,045
13,045fatalities.
fatalities. By
By focusing
of those fatal crashes,
on five key
key strategies
strategies MADD
believes
that
rate
can
be
MADD believes
be cut by
If the
25% from 31%
31% to
to 23%
23% over
over the
the next
next three
three years.
years. If
the 25%
25%
reduction goal can
can be
be achieved,
achieved, 3,261 lives would
would have
have been
been
saved
saved in
in 2003, for example.
MADD,
MADD,with
withitsitspartners,
partners,has
hasproposed
proposed fve
fivestrategies
strategies to
to meet
promote highly
highly
that goal: (1) working with
with law
law enforcement
enforcement to promote
publicized,
similar enforcement
publicized, frequent
frequent sobriety
sobriety checkpoints or similar
methods in
in each
each state;
state;(2)
(2) working
working to achieve
high levels
levels of
methods
achieve high
safety belt use
use in
in each
eachstate,
state,including
including the
the enactment
enactmentof
of primary
primary
safety belt laws in
safety
in the
the 26
26 states
states that
that do
do not
not have
have such
such laws;
laws;
(3) supporting
supporting the
the development
development and use
use of
of effective technology,
such as
as alcohol
alcohol ignition
ignition interlocks on vehicles to prevent
such
prevent impaired driving
driving by DUI
DUI offenders; (4) working
working to improve the
theDUI
DUI
criminal justice system
accountability, includincludcriminal-justice
system performance and accountability,
ing the reinstitution of court monitoring by MADD
MADD volunteers;
volunteers;
(5) promoting effective
and (5)
effective alternative
alternative transportation
transportation programs
programs
to prevent drunk driving.
driving. ItItremains
remainstotobe
beseen
seen whether
whether these
these
strategies will
will have
strategies
have an effect on the problem.

Underage-Drinking Goal
It is
is aa mark
mark of the
the growth
growth of MADD
MADD since
since its origin
origin in
in 1980
1980
addition to
impaired-driving goal,
that, in addition
to an impaired-driving
goal,itithas
has set
set a goal for

reducing underage
underagebinge
bingedrinking
drinking (five
(fve or more drinks in a row
for men
men and four or more
more for
for women
women in
in the
the past
past month).
month). The
The
fve percentage
objective is to reduce
reduce by five
percentage points the 31% of 16
olds who report
report binge
binge drinking
drinking (SAMHSA,
to 20 year
year olds
(SAMHSA, 2004).
2004).

Although MADD
MADD supports
supports all
all ofofthe
therecommendations
recommendations from
the Institute of Medicine
Medicine report
report on
on underage
underage drinking
drinking (Bonnie
and
MADDplans
planstotofocus
focuson
ontwo
twostrategies:
strategies:
and O’Connell,
O'Connell, 2003), MADD
(1) work
work with
withpolice
policedepartments
departments to
tostrengthen
strengthen the
the enforceenforcement of MLDA
MLDA21
21laws
lawsand
and(2)
(2)support
supportand
andensure
ensureadequate
adequate
resources
for a national media
resources for
media campaign
campaign on underage
underage drinking focused
focused on the adults. Most
Most alcohol
alcohol obtained
obtained by
by underage
underage
drinkers is through
through adults
adults older
older than
than 21
21 and,
and, in
in many
many instances,
instances,
the parents.
To be
be successful
successfulin
in this
this endeavor,
endeavor,MADD
MADD plans
plans to build on
Dawson, 1997;
recent research
researchfunded
fundedby
bythe
theNIAAA
NIAAA (Grant &
& Dawson,
& Wechsler,
Wechsler, 2003)
2003) demondemonHingson, Heeren, Zakocs,
Zakocs, Winter, &
the impact
impact of
of early
early onset
onsetof
of drinking
drinking on adult
adult drinking
strating the
and driving-and-drinking
driving-and-drinking problems.
and
problems.
stillwill
willbebethe
thereduction
reductionof
ofbinge
binge drinking
drinking on
on
More difficult
diffcult still
the college level. Despite
Despite substantial efforts to
to reduce
reduce college
college
drinking problems,
drinking
problems, Hingson
Hingson and
and colleagues
colleagues (2005)
(2005) estimated
estimated
of 18
that each year 1,400 college
college students
students between
between the
the ages
ages of
18 and
are injured from
24 die and 500,000 are
from alcohol-related
alcohol-related causes.
causes. In
recent article, Hingson
a more recent
Hingson and
and colleagues
colleagues (2005) reported
reported
from 1,400 to 1,700
that alcohol-related injury
injurydeaths
deaths increased
increased from
between 1998
1998 and
and2001,
2001,indicating
indicating that
that high-risk
high-risk drinking at
between
colleges
increasing. Consequently,
Consequently, there is
colleges and
and universities is increasing.
still pressure
from some
still
pressure from
some college administrators
administrators and
and the media to
repeal the
the age
age21
21drinking
drinking limit
limit (Seaman,
Bills to
(Seaman, 2005). Bills
to repeal
repeal
age 21
21 laws
laws have
havebeen
beenintroduced
introduced in
in the
the legislatures
legislatures of
of Vermont,
age
Wisconsin,
and Louisiana.
Louisiana.MADD
MADD may fnd
Wisconsin, and
findthat
thataasubstantial
substantial
effort
willbe
beneeded
needed to
to keep the Congress
back the
effort will
Congressfrom
from rolling
rolling back
minimum drinking
drinkingage.
age. The
The organization
organization that,
that, when
when founded,
founded,
was focused
focused on
on the
the criminal
criminal drunk
was
drunk driver,
driver, has
has moved
moved to make
make
the
spawning ground for
the reduction
reduction of
of underage
underagedrinking—the
drinking-the spawning
the problem—into
problem-into one
the
one of
ofits'
its’major
majorobjectives
objectives for
for the
the future.
future.
Thus, MADD
MADD may
problem more
more difficult
diffcult than
Thus,
may be
be taking on a problem
than
impaired driving.

Victim Services Goal
earlier, aa major
major source
sourceof
of strength
strengthfor
forMADD
MADD is
As indicated
indicated earlier,
its highly
service to
to the
the victims
victims of drunk
highly developed
developed program of service
drivers. Its Victim
drivers.
VictimAssistance
Assistance Program
Program had
had more
more than
than 1,200
1,200
trained victim
trained
victimadvocates
advocatesand,
and, in
in2004,
2004,assisted
assisted more than 31,000
victims and
victims
and survivors of impaired-driving
impaired-drivingcrashes
crashes nationwide,
nationwide, a
increase from
from 2003. Marshall
Marshall and
15% increase
and Oleson
Oleson (1996,
(1996, p.
p. 6)
6) have
have
recognized the
the program
programas
as“filling
"flling aa cultural
cultural void
providing a
void and providing
way for
channel their
their grief
grief in
way
for people
people to
to manage and channel
in ways
ways that
that are
psychologically
psychologicallyhealthy
healthy and
and socially constructive"
constructive.”Weed
Weed (1987)
victim activists
experience that
that facilifacilinoted that victim
activists gain
gain status
status and experience
tates their
theirplaying
playing leadership
leadershiproles—leadership
roles-leadership that MADD
MADD has
tates
has
harnessedininbuilding
building its
its local
local chapters
chapters(McCarthy
(McCarthy &
& Wolfson,
harnessed
1996). MADD
MADD has
the number
number of
of vic1996).
has set
set a goal of increasing the
year through 2008, an
an important
tims served by at least 20% a year
objective to its continued growth.
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CONCLUSION
considerable evidence
evidencethat
thatMADD
MADD has
difThere is considerable
has made
made aa difference in the United
United States
Statesregarding
regardingalcohol-impaired
alcohol-impaired driving.
driving.

MADD
to the
public's view that drunk drivMADD has
has contributed
contributed to
the public’s
ing is
MADD has
is socially
socially unacceptable.
unacceptable. MADD
has played
played an
an important
role in
in encouraging
encouraging state
state legislatures
legislatures to enact
enact more effective
effective
impaired-driving laws
prominent player in landimpaired-driving
lawsand
andhas
has been aa prominent
legislation (MLDA
(MLDA 21,
mark federal legislation
21, zero
zero tolerance,.08
tolerance, .08 BAC
BAC per
se). Because
Becauseof
of these
theseaccomplishments,
accomplishments,there
thereare
arenow
nowofficial
offcial
se).
MADD
MADDaffiliations
affiliationsininGuam,
Guam,Puerto
PuertoRico,
Rico,Canada,
Canada,Sweden,
Sweden, and
and
Japan.
Japan.
MADD's
MADD’sbest-kept
best-keptsecret
secret is its service to victims. More
More than
31,000 victims
victims were
were served
servedby
byMADD
MADD in 2004 with emotional
31,000
emotional
victim assistance,
court accompaniment.
accompaniment. Currently,
Currently,
support, victim
assistance, and court
41,000
41,000 of MADD's
MADD’s67,000
67,000active
activemembers,
members, and
and an
an unknown
unknown
number of contributors, are alcohol-related crash
crash victims.
victims. Benumber
cause the
thesource
sourceof
oftheir
their motivation
motivation for
cause
for the
the cause
cause is direct experience, and
and not
not the
the varying
varying waves
wavesof
ofpublic
public opinion,
opinion, they
they form
form
the bedrock of the organization for the future.
Since
Since 1999,
1999, when it added preventing underage
underage drinking
drinking to
its mission statement,
MADD has
statement, MADD
has provided strong support
support for
enforcement of
of drinking-age laws, which unfortunately
the enforcement
unfortunately are
are
in aa very similar
as was
wasdrunk
drunk driving
driving in
in this country in
similar stage
stage as
the 1960s
buttolerated.
tolerated. That
That must
must change
change ifif
1960sand
and1970s—illegal
1970s-illegal but
is to
to be
be made
madein
in reducing
reducing impaired-driving
impaired-driving
long-term progress
progress is
and other
other alcohol-related
alcohol-related problems.
problems.MADD
MADD is attempting
and
attempting to
meet this
this challenge,
challenge, just
just as
asititdid
did the
theimpaired-driving
impaired-driving problem
meet
25 years ago.
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